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Part 1

MH370 Context Facts

Objective

This report is about the disappearance of Malaysia Airlines flight MH370. This civilian commercial
airliner vanished on 8 March 2014. This aircraft’s passengers, crew and cargo were never
recovered. Some aircraft parts and contents were recovered. According to official accounts.

This publication aims to offer a comprehensive, logically ordered, up-to-date account of facts
that are available in the public domain that concern this unprecedented international incident.

Analysis draws on two data types: primary and secondary. Primary sources relate to evidence
publicized by the Malaysian Government, Australian Government, Malaysia Airlines and other
statutory authorities. Secondary data accounts for around 3% of citations. I use explicit language
to identify these sources as supportive. Independent research is the sole secondary data type.

This book contains three main sections. The first section discusses context facts published by
official sources that are rarely contested in the public domain. The next section, part two,
examines flight details. Part three explores data that relates to search and rescue ventures.
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Core facts

This section documents core data that center around the known and likely flight paths and
consequent disappearance of Flight MH370. My classification of materials as ‘facts’ is based on
the following criteria being met:



The information has been published by an official, first-hand source such as
Malaysia Airlines;



The data has not been corrected more than once since its first publication.



The data has not been contested by multiple institutions that are able to use
scientific methods to debunk the official account beyond reasonable doubt.

This book explicitly identifies materials that have critical relevance to the official narrative but
does not meet all three criteria listed above. In cases where the quality of data is dubious, I use
explicit language to identify and fairly evaluate the impact of this evidence in my discussions.

This chapter critically examines nine main primary data sources. This evidence relates to
MH370’s: flightpath, aircraft body, crew, passengers, cargo, safety systems, satellite data and
flight record data. It also explores limited debris located from this missing aircraft.
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Table 1 captures the key ‘facts’ of the disappearance of Flight MH370. I place the word ‘facts’ in
single inverted commas to highlight the ambiguity of this word in context. This adjective is
synonymous with nouns and adjectives such as: objective data, truth and concrete evidence.

Table 1: Missing Flight MH370 – the basic ‘facts’

Issue

Discussion

Who

239 lives were on board this Malaysia Airlines flight.

What

Commercial airliner flying from Kuala Lumpur to Beijing.

When

Left Kuala Lumpur and disappeared from radar at 2.22 MYT on 8 March 2014.

Where

The full flight path and exact location of the aircraft and passengers is unknown.

Why

The cause/s and reason/s for the disappearance are not officially established.

How

Technical problems and/or other interventions have not been established.
Source: mh370.gov.my

I encourage critical-thinkers to take no facts for granted and question everything. For example, you
may question if Flight MH370 existed. This well-intended statement bears no disrespect to any
victims of this tragedy. Fake, agenda-driven government communiqués and media stories are a fact
of life. They are rampant in high-stakes crises that have transnational implications.
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––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Fact 1

The disappearance of a large commercial
airliner,

loaded

with

passengers,

is

unprecedented in recent decades.
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Precedents

Aviation authorities argue that the disappearance of a commercial aircraft is unprecedented in
recent decades (e.g. International Civil Aviation Organization, 2015). Modern airliners can be
traced via four live tracking systems in addition to its flight recorders. Table 2 lists these systems.
-

MH370 tracking systems
1.

MH370 primary reference

Primary aircraft transponder
Backup aircraft transponder (manual activation)

Malaysian Government

Primary ground radar (Air Traffic Control)

(2018, pp. 7, 105, 276)

Secondary Surveillance Radar (Air Traffic Control)
2.

Satellite voice data: five channels (Inmarsat)

Malaysian Government (2018, pp. 2, 116)

3.

Satellite Data Communication System (Inmarsat)

Malaysian Government (2018, p. 116)

4.

Engine Health Monitoring Data – Rolls Royce

Malaysian Government (2018, p. 49)

5.

Two flight recorders: Cockpit voice and data

Malaysian Government (2018, p. 133)

MH370 was also partially tracked by three nations’ military radar systems per Table 3 below.

1.

Independent tracking systems

MH370 primary reference

Military radar: Thailand, Malaysia, Viet Nam

Malaysian Government (2018, p. 3)

The fact that Flight MH370’s precise flight path evaded tracking systems listed in Tables 2 and 3
is the context that distinguishes this event as unprecedent in recent decades. Moreover, there
are ostensibly no credible eyewitness accounts of this flight landing, crashing or disintegrating.
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Interest

The “Safety Investigation Report Malaysia Airlines Boeing B777-200ER (9M-MRO) 08 March
2014” uses the adjective “interest” 12 times (pp. xxiv, xxv, 37, 47, 86, 175, 196, 221, 225, 252,
361 & 442). Six uses relate to issues that pertain to public interest about specific aspects of the
flight as shown in Figure 1. Page xxv of this report introduces the adjective “interest” when it
defines the word “incident” in the context of historical safety issues, per Figure 1.
Figure 1: Flight MH370 – official topics of interest

Figure 2 from page xxiv of this report is an extract example from this document of the five other
uses the adjective “interest” that refer to generic aviation contexts, as opposed to Flight MH370.
Figure 2: Incidental topics of interest

The next six images overleaf are matters of “interest” that are specific to Flight MH370.
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––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Fact 2
According to the Malaysian Government (2018),
the pilots and crew of Flight MH370 are not
suspected of involvement in the disappearance
of the Boeing 777 aircraft and passengers.
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Figure 3: Pilots’ behavior and demeanor (p. 37)

Figure 4: Oxygen system replenishment (p. 47)

Figure 5: Navigation systems (pp. 86 and 87)
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Figure 6: Malaysia Airline’s financial history (p. 196)
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Figure 7: Pilots’ recent behavior (pp. 361 and 362)

Figure 8: Dangerous goods cargo (p. 442)
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Methods

The author of this book constantly applies critical-thinking and graduate level research
methodologies to draw inferences. He triangulates multiple data sources and multiple methods
to validate findings. My analysis eliminates or severely marginalizes the influence of known
contaminated data such as false information, misleading statements, bias and errors.

Mention of these basic research methods principles above aims to guide critical-thinkers who
conduct their own research. Whether you agree with the research methodologies and
conclusions drawn in this document are of secondary importance. The primary objective of this
book seeks to empower investigators to conduct free-willed, rigorous research by critically
evaluating multiple quality, relevant materials that relate to known facts about Flight MH370.

Table 4 overleaf offers an introduction to sound research methodologies. It explains how critical
researchers can successfully use this information to evaluate the reliability of original primary
source data such as official government policy documents and interviews with eye witnesses
whose legitimacy is established. Original evidence is usually more accurate than secondary data.

An example of secondary data are media articles and non-fiction books that report official and
unofficial developments that concern MH370 (e.g. Figure 70). Where possible, researchers
should check the existence and accuracy of all primary and secondary evidence cited by others.
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Table 4: Critical-thinking – Questioning data sources
Data principle

1. Bias

Explanation and example
Sources that are known or suspected to be influenced by a conflict-of-interest
should be ignored or analyzed with extreme caution.
Example: The Air Malaysia Press Officer announces on 15 March 2014 that
“There are no major daily developments to announce today that are of
concern to the media or the families of those onboard Flight MH370”.
Critical-thinkers should question this statement. The Press Officer’s language
suggests there have been developments in the past 24 hours that may
concern other parties. The gravity of this public tragedy means that virtually
all developments related to this case are of major interest to the public.

2. Errors
(accidental)

3. Falsities
(deliberate)

4. Misleading

Data sources that are influenced by factual errors in content and opinions
should be ignored or analyzed with extreme caution.
Example: Malaysia’s Transport Minister issues a press release that plots the
flight path of the first 10 minutes of code Flight MH371. A journalist calls out
his mistake and the Minister responds “MH370 and MH371 had very similar
flight paths. You can use this accidental data release in lieu of MH370”. This
response is not acceptable. The seriousness of this event calls for the highest
level of due diligence. Data accuracy is paramount.
Data sources that supply content that is deliberately fake should be ignored
in most cases or analyzed with extreme caution.
Example: A junior press officer willfully informs the Press Corps that “there
is no daily memorandum update to distribute today”. This officer is
embarrassed by the content of the daily memo. A diligent researcher should
act to obtain this withheld public information.
Data sources that are influenced by misleading content should be ignored or
analyzed with extreme caution.
Example: A Boeing spokesperson states that “The Boeing 777 series has an
impeccable safety record – it has not recorded a midflight emergency in the
past 3 months”. This reference to 3 months is dubious. It is too short to cite
in terms of an “impeccable safety record” in the long-term general sense.
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Primary data example

Figure 9 below, “Atlantic Oceanographic & Meteorological Laboratory” is an extract from the
official website of a statutory agency. This specific webpage is an example of a primary data
source that relates to the disappearance of Flight MH370.

This webpage above is primary data as it is under the control of a government that is an official
MH370 search partner (US Department of Defense, 2014). Staff from this laboratory can obtain
access to official information concerning the Malaysian Government’s aviation investigation.
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Secondary source example: critical inquiry

This article published by Reuters dated 7 March 2014 at 8:55 pm seems to predate the first time
that Flight MH370 disappeared from all radar systems, which occurred at 2.22am Malaysia Time
zone (MYT). The article in figure 10 may be an example of how breaking news reports are often
sketchy and incorrect. It appears Reuters’s article was published in a different time zone.
Figure 10: Flight MH370 – preliminary sketchy media reports

Research in this book perpetually avoids speculation and focuses exclusively on facts. It presents
corporate media articles as facts only when media content is the topic of discussion. Mainstream
corporate media is rarely an independent disseminator of facts. For example, as shown above,
global mainstream media work with external business partners, such as corporate sponsors.
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Case study

Questioning media narratives – ‘Media darlings’

Blaine Gibson (Figure 11) is arguably the highest profile field investigator who ostensibly
conducted independent, multi-nation deep research into the disappearance of Flight MH370.
Figure 11: Blaine Thompson in The Guardian, 2016

There are positive aspects of Blaine’s work as reported in secondary source media. His research:
√

Was self-funded and therefore was not subject to external pressures;

√

Sustained a dedicated focus over an extended period of around 3 years;

√

Conducted on-the-ground fieldwork, in-person, in multiple nations;

√

Recovered multiple pieces of aircraft and cargo debris from flight MH370.

Gibson is a lawyer by profession. Such technical searches are best led by those with extensive
experience in aviation and/or maritime searches. Blaine received much positive free press from
global media empires. I encourage critical-thinkers to question the accuracy of mainstream media
accounts about this person’s work and motives. Consider if issues such as accidental errors, bias,
misinformation and disinformation are relevant. Media reports of Gibson’s work are secondary
data. An interview with Gibson about his work is primary data as it is a direct link to his venture.
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Part 2

MH370 Physical Facts

This section examines six topical facts that relate to the disappearance of Flight MH370. These
issues relate to this flight’s: crew, passengers, cargo, flightpath, aircraft body and safety systems.
Discussions triangulate multiple independent primary evidence from industry and government
sources. The vast bulk of these data sets are of Malaysian and Australian origin.

Figure 12 is an image of Malaysia Airlines Boeing B777-200ER (9M-MRO) dated 2010. The
numbers in this description are the serial number of the Boeing aircraft used for Flight MH370.

Figure 12: Malaysia Airlines Boeing B777-200ER (9M-MRO)

Source: Malaysian Government (2018, cover page)
Picture date: 2010
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Crew

Captain Z B A Shah was the senior pilot in charge of Flight MH370. The Malaysian Government
Ministry of Transport (2018, p. 26) summarizes his profile per Figure 13 below.
Figure 13: Flight MH370 – Captain’s profile
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Mr F B A Hamid was First Officer pilot of Flight MH370. The Malaysian Government Ministry of
Transport (2018, p. 30) summarizes his profile per Figure 14 below.

Figure 14: Flight MH370 – First Officer’s profile
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Malaysia Airlines provided official copies of its crew names to global media outlets in 2014. This
report triangulates the accuracy of these reports against archives of four media agencies. These
data sources were mirror-image matches. Figures 15 and 16 are data sample extracts.
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––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Fact 3
The First Officer’s cell phone was the only
handset, of 239 passengers, that connected
with a cell phone tower after Flight MH370’s
transponder was disconnected, and this aircraft
deviated from its scheduled flightpath.
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Cell phone

The “Safety Investigation Report Malaysia Airlines Boeing” states that the First Officer’s cell
phone was the only handset, of 239 passengers, that registered a connection with a cell phone
tower after Flight MH370’s transponder was disconnected (Malaysian Government, 2018, p. 20).

As shown in Figure 17 below, the First Officer’s cell phone recorded a “hit” with a cell phone
tower at Bandar Baru Farlim Penang, Malaysia, around 31 minutes after the transponder of Fight
MH370 was disconnected.

Figure 17: Detection of hand phone signal
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––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Fact 4
The Royal Malaysian Police allegedly found
flight simulator activities* on the private
computer of the Captain of MH370. Two of
these flight simulators apparently show the
pilot practicing flight paths in remote areas in
the Southern Indian Ocean region. This police
agency also concludes that these activities are
not a suspicious or criminal police matter.

* Annex 1 contains a copy of the 14-page flight simulator record.
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Figure 18 refers to the Captain of Flight MH370 practicing flight simulations in the Southern area
of the Indian Ocean. There are few populated Islands in this area. Little Amsterdam Island, a
French Territory, is a rare example of a populated Island in this general region.

Figure 18: Royal Malaysia police report

Figures 19 and 20 overleaf are unaltered extracts from page 28 of the above referenced report.
Figure 19 shows waypoints 6 and 7 as two of “seven ‘manually programmed’ waypoint” regions
that Malaysian Police claim were found on this Captain’s private home computer.
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Figure 19: Seven manually programmed waypoints

Figure 20: Waypoints 6 and 7
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––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Fact 5
The Malaysian Government has not eliminated
the possibility that Flight MH370 was piloted by
a “third party”.
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Figure 21 shows that the Malaysian Government (2018, p. 283) reports:

vi) There is also no evidence to suggest that the aircraft was flown by anyone other
than the designated MAS pilots. However, the Team does not exclude the
possibility of intervention by a third party.

The image above is extracted from “Section 2 – Analysis” of the above referenced report. To place
this extract in context, Figure 22 below shows the commencement of this section.
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Commuters
Figure 23 tallies the 239 persons onboard Flight MH370. It identifies the crew (12) and commuter
(227) composition. It classifies these totals by citizenship (Malaysian Government, 2018, p. 263).

Figure 23: Crew and passengers’ nationalities
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Annex 2 archives the list of passenger and crew names. Malaysia Airlines provided official copies
of its passenger list to global media outlets in 2014. This report triangulates the accuracy of these
reports against archives of four media outlets. Figures 24 and 25 below are samples.

Figure 24 (above): Malaysia Airlines passenger list – Washington Post

Figure 25: KGW
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––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Fact 6
The 20 employees of Freescale Semiconductor
onboard Flight MH370 has attracted more
attention from mainstream media than any
other passenger or group of passengers.
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Figure 26 below is a sample chosen for illustration purposes. Reuters is the world’s largest
mainstream news distribution agency. Articles cited from this agency are representative of the
content and slant reported by mainstream English language news media.
Figure 26: Freescale Semiconductor passengers
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––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Fact 7
Freescale Semiconductor had 6 kilograms of
“Vehicle electronic chips” onboard Flight
MH370 located onboard in the cargo section.
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Figure 27 is Table 1.18F from page 253 of the “Safety Investigation Report Malaysia Airlines Boeing B777-200ER (9M-MRO)”.
Figure 27: List of cargo onboard MH370
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Cargo
This section summarizes the manifest for Flight MH370. As shown in Figure 28, 9 official public
access documents itemize the freight load for this flight.

These eight documents contain a total of 119 pages. A full copy of these documents appears in
Annex 3 in the order listed in Figure 28 above. Blank pages in this Annex are blank in the originals.
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The Malaysian Government Ministry of Transport Report (2018, p. 252) published in 2018 titled
“Safety Investigation Report Malaysia Airlines Boeing B777-200ER (9M-MRO) 08 March 2014”
summarizes the cargo items and tallies the weight by category type, per Figure 29, below.

Figure 29: Cargo weight by item type

The report cited in the paragraph above (p. 252) states a fact reported in news media. The “cargo
that had generated interest” relate to lithium batteries and mangosteens per Figure 30, below.

Figure 30: Cargo of interest
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Aircraft

The Malaysian Government Ministry of Transport (2018, pp. 39-96) report published in 2018
titled “Safety Investigation Report Malaysia Airlines Boeing B777-200ER (9M-MRO) 08 March
2014” discusses technical aspects related to this aircraft over 48 pages. This section summarizes
the core information from this section. For example, Figure 31 below shows that the
“Manufacturer’s Line No.” is series “404” (p. 39).

Figure 31: Aircraft – Factual information
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––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Fact 8
In 2006, Boeing was awarded an American
patent for a flight technology that enabled its
aircraft to be piloted via remote control.
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Figure 32 is an extract from the top first page of the Boeing patent. A full copy of this 11-page
document is archived in Annex 4.

Figure 32:
Boeing remote control patent
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Part 3

MH370 Flightpath Facts

Flightpath
According to the “Safety Investigation Report Malaysia Airlines Boeing B777-200ER (9M-MRO) 08
March 2014”, the Flight Plan Routing of MH370 was auto-selected by the aircraft’s computer
system. This selection was based on forecast calm weather patterns, per Figure 33.

Figure 33: Flight plan routing

The image overleaf is page 9 of the above-named report. This image compares the “Filed Flight
Plan Route” (shown in red) against the diversion route, shown in black dotted lines. This is one
of the best official visual summaries of Flight MH370’s alleged flightpath during the first 39
minutes of its flight, prior to it disappearing from secondary radar in the South China Sea.
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Figure 34: Radar flightpath tracking
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––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Fact 9
MH370’s onboard secondary radar transponder
disconnected around two minutes after it left
Malaysian Air Traffic Control airspace.
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According to the “Safety Investigation Report Malaysia Airlines Boeing B777-200ER (9M-MRO) 08
March 2014” the last recorded voice communication from Flight MH370 occurred at around
0119:26 MYT, as shown in Figures 35 and 36 below.

Figure 35: Last recorded voice communication

Figure 36: Disappearance of secondary radar position symbol
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––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Fact 10
The western deviation route of Flight MH370
maintained a non-random trajectory that
avoided violating Indonesia’s airspace.
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Figure 37 (ATSB 2017, p. 9) shows that the deviated flight path of MH370 skirts along the
southern border of Thailand. Its trajectory in the Malaccan Strait skirts along the mid-point
between Malaysia and Indonesia. MH370 avoids entering Indonesia’s civil and military airspace.
Figure 37: Flightpath avoids Thai and Indonesian airspace

The tight proximity of the deviated westerly path of Flight MH370 to national boundaries was
noted by numerous media (e.g. BBC, 2015). For example, NDTV (2014), citing CNN, claims that
an unnamed government official commented on the suspicious coincidence of how MH370’s
flightpath avoids Indonesian airspace. Figure 38 overleaf is an unaltered copy of Figure 1.1H from
the official Malaysian Government report into Flight MH370 (2018, p. 14). It is debatable if this
report subtly and implicitly draws an association between the coincidental way that the deviated
flightpath of MH370 skirts around the airspace border of Thailand and Indonesia. It is a fact that
this report does not directly or explicitly draw attention to this interesting observation.
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Figure 38: Radar coverage chart
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Case study: Mainstream media myths

This story published by IB Times on 14 January 2019 is indicative of the many ways that corporate
media has repeatedly disseminated unofficial ‘facts’ and theories about Flight MH370 that do not
align with official government-led: investigative reports, press releases and ministerial speeches.

Figure 39:
Media reports of MH370 evading radar detection

Official investigation reports published by Malaysian and Australian Government air and
maritime search and investigation agencies do not state that MH370 pilots deliberately avoided
radar systems. The caption above that references “Sputnik News” does not cite Dr Iannello’s
statement direct. It relies on a secondary source news article to indirectly quote its source.
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––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Fact 11
The public transcript of the ACARS data log is
incomplete – 26 minutes are absent.
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Numerous mainstream media journalists (e.g. Hill in MSN, 2018) and independent researchers
(e.g. Iannello, 2018) state that the ACARS traffic logs of Flight MH370, as reported in the final
report published by the Malaysian Government (2018) are edited and incomplete. Figure 40 is an
extract example from a mainstream media outlet, MSN, dated September 2018.

Figure 40: Incomplete ACARS traffic logs

MH370 researcher Victor Iannello holds an Engineering Doctoral Degree from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (Iannello, 1986). Dr Iannello’s work on MH370 is often cited by global
corporate media such as the News Corporation global media empire (e.g. O’Neil, 2016).
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To avoid the problem of ‘lost in translation’, I show the full original extract from Iannello’s
dedicated MH370 research site, as shown on this Radiant Physics webpage dated 31 August 2018.
This unaltered extract appears in Figure 41 below and Figure 42 overleaf.

Figure 41: Missing ACARS messages (Part 1 of 2)
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Figure 42: Missing ACARS messages (Part 1 of 2)

Figure 43: Radiant Physics triple twirl corporate logo
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Figure 44 is the extract from the Malaysian Government (2018, p. 114) Report that Radiant
Physics quote in Figure 42 above. Time stamp 18:03:23 is visible in the bottom left of the image.
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Figure 45 below is the cover page of the 586 page “Factual Information” preliminary report issued
by the Malaysian Government dated “8th March 2015”, captured by google.com at March 2019.
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Figure 46 below is an extract image from the 2015 version of the Malaysian Government “Factual
Information” report (p. Appendix 1.9A). This confirms Iannello’s claim that the ACARS traffic log
ends at 18:15:25 and not 18:43:33 as shown on page 47 of the 2015 version of the official report
and page 114 of the 2018 version of the report.

Figure 46: ACARS Traffic Log

Annex 5 of this report contains the full copy of this ACARS log.
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––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Fact 12
MH370’s Aircraft Communications Addressing
and Reporting System was deactivated for
between 22 and 78 minutes and automatically
reactivated. The causes of this disconnect and
self-reconnect have not been explained.
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According to the Malaysian Government (2018, p. 120), MH370’s Aircraft Communication
Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS) was unavailable for between 22 and 78 minutes.
Figure 47 below summarizes the timing and sequence of events concerning this incident.

Figure 47: ACARS unavailable for 22 to 78 minutes

MH370’s SATCOM system continued to auto-report flight data approximately every 30 minutes
to 60 minutes for around 5 hours and 54 minutes after it auto-reactivated (Department of
Defence, 2014).
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Figure 48 below summarizes the specifics of timing and data response activities from MH370’s
ACARS satellite communication system (Malaysian Government, 2018, p. 121).

Figure 48: SATCOM transmissions
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––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Fact 13
Military radar that captures data pertaining to
Flight MH370 is incomplete.
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Official and unofficial reports show that sections of MH370’s deviated flightpath, as captured by
military radar, is incomplete. This absence is noteworthy. Military radar is designed to capture all
aircraft that are not concealed by stealth technology. Figure 49, uploaded by News Corporation
(O’Neil, 2016) and Radiant Physics (2017) show a white circle highlighting this data absence.
Figure 49: Missing military radar blips

Figure 49 is one of just two unofficial sources cited in this report. I have not independently
confirmed that this radar image reported by Dr Iannello and Newscorp is not computergenerated imagery. Both sources state that this image was shown to members of the public at a
next-of-kin conference held at the Lido Hotel in Beijing on 21 March 2014.
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Figure 50, captured by Google Images on 10 March 2019, shows that the image in Figure 49 has
been widely reported by Western and Chinese media.
Figure 50: Missing military radar blips, Google Images

The unofficial evidence shown in Figures 49 and 50 are supported by official government data.
For example, the Malaysian Government (2018, p. 4) reports that the “blip”, Flight MH370,
disappeared from Malaysian military radar for 12 minutes and 16 seconds, per Figure 51 below.

Figure 51: Military radar blip – Official report
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––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Fact 14
Statements that Flight MH370 recorded rapid
ascension and descent shortly after deviating
from its planned flightpath have been published
in numerous media sources. This claim partially
contradicts official accounts.
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In 2016, News Corporation uploaded a 13-page research report authored by Mick Gilbert (Gilbert,
2016). The title of this report is “An Analysis of MH370's Flight Path Between Waypoints IGARI
and VAMPI , a Review of Potential Vulnerabilities Specific to Airplane 9M-MRO and a Hypothesis
Regarding Possible In Flight Events and an End-of-Flight Scenario”. Figure 52 below shows the
sub-domain address that has www.news.com.au as its parent domain (Gilbert, 2016, p. 3).

The extract above, published by a global media giant, confirms that unsubstantiated news stories
about upper and lower flight altitudes of Flight mH370 are common. This upload by news.com.au
is noteworthy for its serious lack of technical authority. In an article dated 15 November 2016,
news.com.au uses a two-word adjective to describe Mick Gilbert’s biographical ‘qualification’ –
“aviation enthusiast”. It shows an image of Gilbert seated in a pilot’s chair. This illustration shows
how corporate media speculation control the many narratives about the possible fate of MH370.
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Figure 53 below captures Malaysian military radar that plots time against estimated altitude. The
Malaysian Government report makes clear that military “blip” radar is subject to “inherent
error”. The longitude and latitude of aircraft blips are the only useful information that are
“reasonably accurate” (Malaysian Government, 2018, p. 4). Figure 53 captures this statement.

Figure 53: Military altitude reports are unreliable

Claims about the low flying altitude of Flight MH370 are partially supported by Malaysian Military
“Air Turn Back” radar (Malaysian Government, 2018, p. 3). This system detected the aircraft using
primary radar as MH370 had disconnected its secondary radar transponder prior to deviating
from its programmed flightpath. Figure 54 shows the bottom of page 4 of the above cited report.
It captures this reference to a target registering a low flying “blip” over the Strait of Malacca.

Figure 54: Low flying blip over the Strait of Malacca
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Figure 55: Military radar altitude estimates
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––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Fact 15
The known and likely flightpath of MH370, as
reported by statutory aviation and maritime
search agencies, has changed multiple times.
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Official search agencies have offered contradictory accounts of the suspected flightpath of Flight
MH370. A press release authorized by the Malaysian Government (2014, p. 3) during the end of
April 2014 mentions a search zone that “covered the South China Sea, the Straits of Malacca, the
Andaman Sea and the southern Indian Ocean.” Figure 56 is an extract from this communiqué.

Figure 56: South China Sea search – official communiqué

The Australian Government (2018) confirms that search and rescue efforts for Flight MH370
“focused on the South China Sea and the Straits of Malacca” during the first week, per Figure 57.
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The six images in this subsection summarize changes in the search zone of Flight MH370. Figures
58 shows how early searches centered on an area east of the Malay peninsula. It also explored
northern areas of the Indian ocean on the west side of Indonesia, per Figure 59 below.
Figures 58 and 59: Search zones – 8 to 15 March 2014
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Since after 15 March 2014, official search and recover missions have centered on the southern
corridor of the Indian ocean, west of mainland Australia. Figure 60 is an archive extract of a public
report of the Australian Maritime Safety Authority (2018) originally dated 18 March 2014.
Figure 60: Southern Indian Ocean search zone

During the first week of April 2014, the search centered on a range of circa 234,000 square
kilometers in the southern Indian Ocean, West of mainland Australia, per Figure 61 below.
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The Australian Government (2017, p. 7) allocated AUD 63 million to the Indian ocean search venture. As shown below, Go Phoenix
and Fugro Discovery were allocated a separate search area in Australia’s maritime search zone (Malaysian Government, 2018, p. 138).
Figure 62: Search zone contracts – Go Phoenix and Fugro
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Figure 63: Dutch company Fugro

Source: Facebook (2019)

Phoenix International Holdings Incorporated is a global expert at utilizing remotely operated industrial equipment.
Figure 64: Phoenix MH370 search contract
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––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Fact 16
As at late March 2019 the main body of the
Boeing 777 aircraft has not been found. Around
21 pieces of debris have been located that are
statistically likely to be wreckage from MH370.
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According to the Malaysian Government (2018, p. 139), 3 pieces of MH370 debris have been
located that are “confirmed” wreckage from this flight. 17 pieces of debris were statistically likely
to be wreckage from Flight MH370. Figure 65 below shows that these 20 pieces of debris were
located around the lower eastern region of continental Africa, in the southern Indian Ocean area.
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Those who desire to inspect details about the 27 pieces of debris may consult pages 140 to 152 of the Malaysian Government MH370
Inquiry Report dated 2018. Figure 66 below is a sample extract from this section of the above-named report.
Figure 66: Aircraft debris – Items 19 and 20
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Recent developments

On 30 November 2018, relatives Flight MH370’s passengers met Malaysia’s Transport Minister
Anthony Fook. They provided Mr. Fook with five suspected pieces of MH370 debris discovered
by members of the public on Madagascar, per Figure 67 (NTV7 News, 2018).
Figure 67: Debris discovered in November 2018

In the public presentation above, Minister Anthony Fook confirms that the official inquiry into
Flight MH370 is closed. Fook’s Government is still assessing new evidence on an ad hoc basis.
Those who want to access further details beyond the date of the Malaysian Government’s final
report dated 2 July 2018 may conduct their own inquiries. The MH370 Malaysian Government
dedicated website has not been updated since circa July 2018 (Malaysian Government, 2019a).
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The Malaysian Government “Debris Examination Report” report subtitled “Identification of
Debris (Items 28 to 32 in the “Summary of Possible MH370 Debris Recovered”) recovered from
Madagascar in 2016, 2017 and 2018” dated 30 December 2018 is the most recent government
publication concerning Flight MH370 investigations. This report concludes that one item of five
handed to Minister Fook were “likely” from Flight MH370. Figure 68 captures this conclusion.
Figure 68: Floor panel debris – Item 31

Figure 69 below is a photographic image from the above-named report, showing item 31.
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––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Fact 17
Corporate media have persistently peddled
dozens of speculative theories about possible
causes and motives behind the MH370 mystery.
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I limit my summary comments about mainstream media hypothetical scenarios to one page and
one illustration as my report aims to center on official facts. Figure 70 shows how The Mirror
examined 19 speculative theories explanations about Flight MH370 in an article dated July 2018.
Figure 70: Corporate media speculation theories

I argue that it is counterproductive for this report to examine or name any of the speculative
theories about the fate of MH370. Free-thinking persons may conduct their own primary
research if they desire to fill this knowledge gap. The large number of speculative news reports
may be a distraction for those who aim to discover the truth about the fate of Flight MH370.
Corporate media that stray away from the facts may purposefully or inadvertently serve other
purposes such as disinformation or the dissemination of fictional entertainment for profit.
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Conclusion

This report examines 17 selected facts about missing commercial flight, Malaysia Airlines MH370
which ‘vanished’ on 8 March 2014. Sixteen of these facts are sourced primarily from Malaysian
and Australian statutory authorities. The ancillary discussion centers around media narratives.

It may be beneficial for MH370 commentators to shift the narrative about this flight’s fate by
choosing adjectives carefully. The location of MH370 and its passengers are unknown. MH370
did not vanish or disappear. This unprecedented disaster is not a magical illusion. Or is it?

The Richest (2016)

The precise whereabouts of Flight MH370 become untraceable at around 2.22am, Malaysia time,
on 8 March 2014. According to official accounts.
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Part 5

Forthcoming free e-book: MH17

The Netherlands was most affected by this tragedy. 193 of the 298 fatalities were Dutch citizens.

Malaysia Airlines Boeing B777-200ER (9M-MRD)

Departure: Amsterdam
Years in service: 17
Maiden flight on 17 July 1997
An incident occurred at 17,000 feet on 17 July 2014
Location: Ukrainian airspace 48°8′17″N 38°38′20″E
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6.4 FLIGHT SIMULATOR ANALYSIS
6.4.1 Flight Simulator X installation Information on MK26
From the analysis on the MK26 (the main hard-drive of the flight
simulator), the installation information of the Flight Simulator X program
is as follow:
No
Subject
Detail
1
Name
Flight Simulator X
2
Installation date
20/1212013
3
Installation Location C \fsxl9decl31
4
Publisher
Microsoft Gamee Studio
5
Version
10.0 60905
Table 3. Flight Simulation X installation on MK 26
6.4.2 Flight SimulatorX stored file analysis
From the Flight Simulator X gameplay that has been simulated, there
were seven (7) user stored data that were automatically saved and
generated in the user game application folder.
The data formats are shown in Table 4.
No
Data Format
1
Logbook.Bin
2
FSSAVE
3
FLT
4
WX
5
PLN
6
CFG
7
SPB
Table 4: User stored data

Description
Generated when user access to the application
Generated when user save their gameplay
Generated when user save their gameplay
Generated when user save their gameplay
Generated when user save their flight planner
Generated when user save their device configuration
Generated when user save their gamep1ay

For the analysis, all saved and generated files were analyzed. except the
*.CFG files. The *.CFG files are irrelevant because it refers to the device
configuration.
6.4.2.1 The Flight Simulator Saved Files In AIl Exhibits (MK22, MK23,
MK24, MK25, MK26)

6.4.2.1 The Flight Simulator Crash Report of the Flight Simulator
On analyzing the MK26, the analysis found traces of where the flight
simulator has experienced some application crashes. The crash, when
investigated has caused by the Flight Simulator X application. The traces
of this information are stored inside the exhibits Windows Event Viewer
files. These files are.
(a) Application.evtx
(b) ACEEventLog.evtx
In total, four (4) application crash reports that are related to the Flight
Simulator X application can be traced with Application Error. These
crash reports all stated fsx.exe (The Flight SimulatorX executed file).
which experienced the problem. Figure 12 shows the crash reports
go found on the fsx.exe inside MK26.

On examining the date of the crash, the analysis found the crash reports
generated on these dates and times
(a) 1/23/2014 5:44:33 PM
(b) 1/23/2014 7:53:21 PM
(c) 12/20/2013 6:42:49 PM
(d) 1/23/2014 8:56:26 PM
Further investigation via Internet
activity analysis of the MK26 shows that there are traces of activities that
searching for the solutions to solve the problems. The following Figure
13 shows the screen capture of the activities on 20th December 2013
that shows during the time 2140 the Internet is being used to search for
the Windows crashed solutions.

On the second crash records, which are dated on 23 January 2014, no
logs of Internet history found on or near the date.
6.4.3 Logbook.BIN analysis
The Logbook. BIN is generated when user access to the Flight Simulator
X. It records the log of the user playtime.
Five (5) Logbook.BIN files were found in exhibit MK26 as shown below:

No
1
2
3
4
5

File
Logbook.BIN

Last Accessed
15/3/2014 @ 10.44pm
20/2/2014 @ 11.07am
1/2/2014 @ 02.28pm
23/1/2014 @ 08.56pm
9/12/2013 @ 06.13 pm

Record
No log recorded
1 log recorded
4 logs recorded
9 logs recorded
No log recorded

Table 3: Logbook.BIN analysis
From all five (5) log files, only three (3) log files show records. The
details are as the following.

6.4.3.1 Logbook.Bin 20 Feb 2014 @ 11:07 am

The log data shows that the Flight Simulator X was played once on 21 February
2014. The log file was last accessed on 20 Feb 2014 at 11:07 am.
6.4.3.2 Logbook.Bin 01 Feb 2014 @ 02:28 am

The log data shows that the Flight Simulator X was played four (4) times on 1
February 2014 from 2:45 pm until 3.02 pm.
The log file was last accessed on 01 Feb 2014 at 02:28 am.

6.4.3.3 Logbook.Bin 23 Jan 2014 @ 08:56 pm

The log data shows that the Flight SimulatorX was played nine (9) times
The Flight Simulator X was played once on 20 December 2013 at 11:29 am.
Three (3) times on 21 December 2013 from 11:21 until 11:29 am and five (5)
times on 24 January 2014 from 3:14 pm until 3:32 pm.
The log was last accessed on 23 Jan 2014 at 08 56 pm.
6.4.4 Flight
6.4.4 Flight Simulator X deleted file analysis
From the simulation gameplay, the deleted files consist of *. FSSAVE.
*.FLT, *.WX and *.SPB file format.
The deleted files are as below:

6.4.5 Flight planner file analysis
The flight planner file is generated and stored as *.PLN format. This file
is generated when user creates a flight plan in the simulator.
The analysis shows no relevant *.PLN file found on the exhibit. This is
irrelevant because the fast modified timestamp recorded was in year
2006 and 2007.
The details are shown in the following screenshot.

6.4.6 Flight Simulator Coordinates Analysis
The new objective of the
investigation is to analyze seven (7) coordinates that can be found in the
MK25 exhibit. All the referred seven coordinates are found located inside
the exhibit's System Volume.
Information. These coordinates along with other flight information are
found in consistent with the Flight Simulator * FLT saved files. In the
-.FLT the fast activity of the flight simulation progress are recorded. The
saved information includes the last coordinates, the latitude, the plane’s
heading, bank, pitch and the fuel’s volume.

In order to investigate the given the coordinates. a simulation of
simulation flight planning was conducted. For that purpose, a simulator
saved file is generated on a separate flight simulator, which is build for
the case avionic simulation. The coordinate information along with other
corresponding flight configuration is then replaced into the generated
saved file. The created flight plan from the information is then viewed
and screen-captured.

6.4.7 The date and time of computer activity given by the investigation
officer.
Based on the information given by the investigating officer, there is a hit
on the keyword search from the exhibit (MK26). Below is the detail of the
search hit.

Analysis on the FSX shows that there is a menu that can set the game to
a desired season, date and time. Please refer to 5.3.2.4 for the details of
the setting. After the setting was saved, the same pattern was found in
the *.FLT files. Please refer to Screenshot 3 for the detail of the *.FLT
content.

To confirm the findings and to verify that all the coordinates given are coming from the
*.FLT saved files, comparison analysis is carried out. For the analysis, the extracted
information that contains the coordinates is compared with created saved files from the
reconstructed flight. The comparison analysis shows that the extracted information is
consistent with the *.FLT content Figure 12 shows the result.
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NO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
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NAME
AN/WENLAN
BAO/YUANHUA
BAI/XIAOMO
BIAN/MAOQIN
BIAN/LIANGJING
BIBYNAZLI/MOHDHASSIM
BRODSKII/NIKOLAI
BURROWS/RODNEYMR
BURROWS/MARYMRS
CAO/RUI
CHAN/HUANPEENMR
CHE/JUNZHANG
CHEN/JIAN
CHEN/CHANGJUNMR
CHEN/WEI
CHEN/YUNMS
CHEW/KARMOOIMS
CHUANG/HSIULINGMS
CHNG/MEI
CHUSTRAK/OLEG
DAI/SHULING
DAISY/ANNE
DEINEKA/SERGII
DI/JIABIN
DINA/MOHAMEDYUNUSRAMLI
DING/YING
DING/LIJUN
DING/YINGMS
DONG/GUOWEI
DOU/YUNSHANMR
DU/WEN
FENG/DONG
FENG/JIXIN
FU/BAOFENG
GAN/TAO
GAN/FUXIANG
GAO/GE
GU/NAIJUN

NATIONALITY
Chinese
Chinese
Canadian
Chinese
Chinese
Malaysian
Russian
Australian
Australian
Chinese
Malaysian
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Malaysian
Chinese
Malaysian
Chinese Taipei
Malaysian
Ukrainian
Chinese
Malaysian
Ukrainian
Chinese
Malaysian
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Australian

AGE
65
63
37
67
27
62
43
59
54
32
46
68
58
35
43
57
31
45
33
45
58
56
45
36
30
28
43
62
48
61
50
21
70
28
44
49
27
31
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NO
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
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NAME
GUAN/HUAJINMS
GUAN/WENJIEMR
HAN/JING
HASHIM/NOORIDA
HOU/AIQINMS
HOU/BO
HU/SIWANCHD
HU/XIAONINGMR
HUANG/YIMS
HUANG/TIANHUI
HUE/PUIHENGMR
JIA/PING
JIANG/CUIYUN
JIANG/XUEREN
JIANG/YINGMS
JIAO/WEIWEI
JIAO/WENXUE
JINGHANG/JEE
JU/KUN
KANG/XU
KOH/TIONGMENG
KOLEKAR/CHETANA
KOLEKAR/SWANAND
KOLEKAR/VINOD
KOZEL/CHRISTIAN
LAWTON/CATHERINEMRS
LAWTON/ROBERTMR
LEE/KAHKINMR
LEE/SEWCHUMDM
LI/YANLIN
LI/ZHI
LI/GUOHUI
LI/HONGJING
LI/JIE
LI/MINGZHONG
LI/WENBO
LI/YAN
LI/YUAN
LI/YUCHEN
LI/ZHIJIN

NATIONALITY
Malaysian
Chinese
Chinese
Malaysian
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Malaysian
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Malaysian
Chinese
Chinese
Malaysian
Indian
Indian
Indian
Austrian
Australian
Australian
Malaysian
Malaysian
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Australian
Chinese
Chinese

AGE
34
35
53
57
45
35
3
34
30
43
66
32
62
62
27
32
58
41
32
34
40
55
23
59
30
54
58
32
55
29
41
56
20
27
69
29
31
33
27
30
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79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
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NAME
LI/ZHIXIN
LI/LE
LIANG/LUYANGMR
LIANG/XUYANG
LIM/POWCHUAMS
LIN/ANNANMR
LIN/MINGFENG
LIU/FENGYING
LIU/JINPENGMR
LIU/QIANG
LIU/RUSHENG
LIU/SHUNCHAO
LIU/ZHONGFU
LOU/BAOTANG
LU/JIANHUA
LU/XIANCHU
LUI/CHING
LUO/WEI
MA/WENZHI
MA/JUNMR
MAIMAITIJIANG/A
MAO/TUGUI
MARALDI/LUIGI
MARIA/MOHAMEDYUNUSRAMLI
MATRAHIM/NORFADZILLAHMISS
MENG/NICOLECHD
MENG/BING
MENG/FANQUAN
MENG/GAOSHENG
MOHDKHAIRULAMRI/SELAMATMR
MOHAMADSOFUAN/IBRAHIMMR
MUHAMMADRAZAHAN/ZAMANIMR
MUSTAFA/SUHAILIMISS
MUKHERJEE/MUKTESH
NG/MAYLIMS
NORLIAKMAR/HAMIDMDM
OUYANG/XIN
PUSPANATHAN/SUBRAMANIAN
RAMLAN/SAFUANMR
SHARMA/CHANDRIKAMS

NATIONALITY
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Malaysian
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Italian
Malaysian
Malaysian
American
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Malaysian
Malaysian
Malaysian
Malaysian
Canadian
Malaysian
Malaysian
Chinese
Malaysian
Malaysian
Indian

AGE
35
36
60
30
43
27
34
65
33
40
76
46
72
79
57
33
45
29
57
33
35
72
37
52
39
4
40
70
64
29
33
24
31
42
37
33
38
34
32
51
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NO
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
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NAME
SHI/XIANWEN
SHIRSATH/KRANTI
SIM/KENGWEI
SIREGAR/FIRMAN
SONG/FEIFEIMR
SONG/CHUNLINGMS
SONG/KUN
SU/QIANGGUO
SUADAYA/FERRYINDRAMR
SUADAYA/HERRYINDRAMR
SUGIANTO/LOMR
SURTIDAHLIA/MRS
TAN/TEIKHINMR
TAN/AHMENGMR
TAN/WEICHEWMR
TAN/CHONGLING
TAN/SIOH
TANG/XUDONG
TANG/XUEZHUMS
TANURISAM/INDRASURIAMR
TEE/LINKEONGMR
TEOH/KIMLUNMR
TIAN/JUNWEI
TIAN/QINGJUN
TONG/SOONLEEMR
VINNY/CHYNTHYATIOMRS
WAN/HOCKKHOONMR
WANG/SHOUXIAN
WANG/SHU
WANG/XIANJUN
WANG/CHUNHUAMR
WANG/CHUNYONG
WANG/DAN
WANG/HAITAO
WANG/HOUBIN
WANG/LINSHI
WANG/WILLYSURIJANTOMR
WANG/YONGGANGMR
WANG/YONGHUI
WANG/YONGQIANG

NATIONALITY
Chinese
Indian
Malaysian
Indonesian
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Indonesian
Indonesian
Indonesian
Dutch
Malaysian
Malaysian
Malaysian
Malaysian
Malaysian
Chinese
Chinese
Indonesian
Malaysian
Malaysian
Chinese
Chinese
Malaysian
Indonesian
Malaysian
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Indonesian
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese

AGE
26
44
53
25
32
60
25
71
42
35
47
50
32
46
19
48
42
31
57
57
50
36
29
51
31
47
42
69
61
61
34
43
54
26
28
59
53
27
33
30
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NO
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
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NAME
WANG/LIJUN
WANG/XIMIN
WANG/RUI
WANG/MOHENG
WATTRELOS/AMBRE
WATTRELOS/HADRIEN
WATTRELOS/LAURENCE
WEEKS/PAULMR
WEN/YONGSHENG
WEN/HAO
WENG/MEI
WONG/SAISANGMR
WOOD/PHILIP
XIE/LIPING
XIN/XIXIMS
XING/FENGTAO
XING/QIAO
XIONG/DEMING
XU/CHUANE
YA/NA
YAN/LINGMR
YAN/PENG
YAN/XIAO
YANG/LI
YANG/AILINGMS
YANG/JIABAO
YANG/MEIHUA
YANG/QINGYUANMR
YANG/XIAOMINGMS
YAO/JIANFENG
YAO/LIFEI
YAP/CHEEMENGMR
YIN/BOYAN
YIN/YUEWANG
YUAN/JIN
YUE/GUIJUMS
YUE/WENCHAO
YUSOP/MUZIMR
ZANG/LINGDI
ZHANG/CHI

NATIONALITY
Chinese
New Zealander
Chinese
Chinese
French
French
French
New Zealander
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Malaysian
American
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Malaysian
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Malaysian
Chinese
Chinese

AGE
49
50
35
2
14
17
52
39
34
32
39
53
51
51
32
36
27
63
57
26
29
29
27
35
60
26
65
57
59
70
31
39
33
21
63
51
26
50
58
58
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NO
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
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NAME
ZHANG/LIQIN
ZHANG/QIMS
ZHANG/YAN
ZHANG/HUAMR
ZHANG/LIJUANMS
ZHANG/NAMS
ZHANG/SIMING
ZHANG/XIAOLEIMS
ZHANG/HUALIAN
ZHANG/JIANWU
ZHANG/JINQUAN
ZHANG/MENG
ZHANG/XUEWENMR
ZHANG/YAN
ZHANG/YAN
ZHANG/YANHUI
ZHANG/ZHONGHAI
ZHANG/SHAOHUA
ZHAO/GANGMR
ZHAO/QIWEIMR
ZHAO/YINGXINCHD
ZHAO/PENG
ZHAO/YAN
ZHAO/ZHAOFANG
ZHENG/RUIXIAN
ZHOU/FENG
ZHOU/JINLING
ZHOU/SHIJIE
ZHU/JUNYAN

NATIONALITY
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
American
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
French
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese
Chinese

AGE
43
31
45
43
61
34
71
32
42
31
72
29
61
36
2
44
43
32
46
37
3
25
18
73
42
56
61
64
41
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MH 370 TECH & CABIN CREW
NO NAME
ZAHARIE BIN AHMAD SHAH (TECH
1 CREW)
2 FARIQ BIN AB HAMID (TECH CREW)
3 PATRICK FRANCIS GOMES
4 ANDREW NARI
5 GOH SOCK LAY
6 TAN SER KUIN
7 WAN SWAID BIN WAN ISMAIL
8 JUNAIDI BIN MOHD KASSIM
MOHD HAZRIN BIN MOHAMED
9 HASNAN
10 NG YAR CHIEN
11 FOONG WAI YUENG
12 TAN SIZE HIANG

8 Mar 2014

NATIONALITY
Malaysian
Malaysian
Malaysian
Malaysian
Malaysian
Malaysian
Malaysian
Malaysian
Malaysian
Malaysian
Malaysian
Malaysian
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2

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR
AUTOMATICALLY CONTROLLING A PATH
OF TRAVEL OF A VEHICLE

air vehicle, the armed guard is authorized and trained to
prevent that individual from gaining access to the restricted
areas. This security technique has various doWnsides, hoW
ever. Similar to the locking, bullet-proof door example, the

armed guard also has the decision-making poWer regarding

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

the course of action depending upon the circumstances of
each situation. For instance, the armed guard may decide not

The present invention relates to the automatic control of

the path of travel of a vehicle and, in particular, to techniques
for automatically controlling the path of travel of a vehicle
that cannot generally be superseded or disengaged from
onboard once the automatic control system is engaged.
Security onboard any type of vehicle, particularly a pas
senger vehicle, such as an air vehicle, ship, boat, train, bus,
or the like, is an imperative aspect of the vehicle operations.
In particular, it is crucial that the personnel authorized to

to try to prevent an individual from gaining access to a
restricted area if there is a threat to the physical safety of one
or more of the other personnel and/or passengers onboard

the vehicle. The armed guard may decide that the risk to the
physical safety of one or more of the other personnel and/or
passengers onboard the vehicle is greater if the armed guard
tries to prevent the individual from gaining access to the

operate a particular vehicle, such as pilots onboard an
aircraft, are the only individuals permitted to have control

over the operations of the vehicle, Which include taking-off,
landing, and the ?ight of an aircraft, for example. If anyone
Without authorization to operate a vehicle, particularly a
passenger vehicle or vehicle carrying hazardous cargo,
obtains control over the operations of the vehicle, the

20

from threatening the safety of the vehicle, and because it is
not economically or practically feasible to have a team of

potential consequences could be catastrophic. Particularly
catastrophic is a situation in Which unauthorized person(s)
?y an aircraft carrying passengers and/or any type of harm
ful material into a densely populated area Where the aircraft
crashes. As such, various techniques for restricting access to
the operational controls of a vehicle have been developed.
For example, one technique for restricting access to the
controls of a vehicle involves utilizing a door, such as a

armed guards on each vehicle, the armed guard security
technique is not capable of preventing all security threats to
25 a vehicle.

In light of the shortfalls of the above described security

techniques, particularly With respect to preventing unautho
rized persons from accessing the ?ight controls of an air
craft, there is a need in the industry for a technique that
30

the safety of the passengers onboard the vehicle, and/or
other people in the path of travel of the vehicle, thereby

securely locks and may be made of bullet-proof material.

decreasing the amount of destruction individuals onboard

Thus, once the authorized operators of the vehicle are in
35

and therefore prevent anyone else from gaining access to the
travel controls of the vehicle. Typically, the door may be
unlocked only by the authorized operators of the vehicle. In
addition, because the door may be made of bullet-proof
material, even if someone outside the door tried to forcibly

40

45

from accessing the controls of a vehicle. The methods and
systems therefore increase the likelihood that a vehicle may
50

operations of the vehicle. To provide the increased safety,
the techniques of the present invention permit irrevocable
and uninterrupted automated control of the vehicle, such that
55

once the automated control system is engaged, it cannot be

disengaged by anyone onboard the vehicle. Thus, the per
sonnel onboard the vehicle cannot be forced into carrying
out the demands of any unauthorized person. The method

and systems of the present invention, therefore, provide
60

vehicle is to employ an armed guard on every operating
vehicle, such as the air marshals onboard some aircraft. The
armed guard is authorized to eliminate any threat to the

techniques for increasing the safety of vehicles over the
conventional safety techniques that are revocable and/or
alterable.

The method and system for automatically controlling a

safety of the vehicle and/or the passengers and personnel
vehicle, such as the cockpit and/or the ?ight controls of an

be safely operated to safety because unauthorized persons
are not capable of gaining any type of control over the

safely bringing the vehicle to a stop Where authorities can

onboard the vehicle. Therefore, if an individual onboard the
vehicle attempts to gain access to any restricted area of the

The methods and systems of the present invention for
automatically controlling a path of travel of a vehicle and, in
one embodiment, for engaging an uninterruptible autopilot

mode provide techniques that prevent unauthorized persons

opened. Once the door is opened, hoWever, the chances of
help resolve the threat onboard the vehicle greatly decreases.
Another technique for increasing the safety onboard a

desired path of travel of a vehicle by removing any type of
human decision process that may be in?uenced by the
circumstances of the situation, including threats or further
violence onboard the vehicle
BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

this security technique, hoWever, is that the operators are
capable of unlocking and opening the door, such that at least
one of the operators may decide to open the door depending
upon the circumstances of the situation. For example, one of
the operators may decide to open the door if there is a threat
to the physical safety of one or more of the other personnel
and/or passengers onboard the vehicle. As such, an operator
may decide that the risk to the physical safety of one or more
of the other personnel and/or passengers onboard the vehicle
is greater if the door remains locked than if the door is

the vehicle Would be capable of causing. In particular, there
is a need for a technique that ensures the continuation of the

enter through the door, their attempts Would be unsuccessful.
The general idea behind the locking, bullet-proof door is that
even if the security of the rest of the vehicle is jeopardized,
the authorized operators Will be protected and capable of
safely bringing the vehicle to a stop, such that authorities can
help resolve the threat onboard the vehicle. The doWnfall to

conclusively prevents unauthorized persons from gaining
access to the controls of a vehicle and therefore threatening

cockpit door in an aircraft, to the area Where the controls and
the authorized operators of the vehicle are located. The door

position at the controls of the vehicle, they may lock the door

restricted area than if the individual gains access to the
restricted area. In addition, if more than one individual
onboard the air vehicle aids in the attempt to gain access to
a restricted area, they may be able to overpoWer the armed
guard. Because there is no Way to knoW hoW many armed
guards Would be needed to prevent more than one individual

path of travel of a vehicle may include engaging an auto
65

matic control system of the vehicle, such as by manually
engaging the automatic control system from onboard the
vehicle or automatically engaging the automatic control
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system When the security of the onboard controls is jeopar

The onboard manual ?ight controls are disconnected and
an onboard manual poWer control element is bypassed to
directly connect the autopilot system to a poWer supply, such

dized. In other embodiments, a communication link may be
present betWeen the vehicle and at least one location olf

as by a sWitching element. As such, the uninterruptible
autopilot mode of the air vehicle is engaged. The air vehicle

board the vehicle, such that the automatic control system
may be remotely engaged from a location off-board the
vehicle, i.e., a remote location, via the communication link.
The automatic control system may be engaged such as by an
engagement element. Prior to engaging the automatic con
trol system, a signal indicating that the safety of the vehicle

then is automatically navigated and ?oWn Without input
from onboard the air vehicle, such as by a processing
element. Thus, the air vehicle may be automatically navi
gated aWay from populated areas and/or to one of a plurality

of predetermined landing sites Where the air vehicle may be
automatically landed. In some embodiments of the system of
the present invention, the processing element may be
included in the autopilot system, While in other embodi
ments, the processing element is separate from the autopilot

is jeopardized may be received. For instance, the personnel
onboard the vehicle may receive a signal indicating that the
safety of the vehicle is jeopardized from a remote location
or onboard the vehicle. In addition, a remote location may

receive such a signal from the vehicle, automatically from its
oWn monitoring of the vehicle, and/or from any other
location that may be monitoring the vehicle.
The method and system also include disabling, such as via
a processing element, any onboard capability to supersede
the engaged automatic control system. For instance, any

onboard capability to disengage the engaged automatic

system.
The methods and systems of the present invention there

fore provide techniques for automatically navigating, ?ying
and/or landing an air vehicle in such a manner that unau
20

control system may be disabled and/or the onboard controls
may be disconnected. In other embodiments, at least one
onboard accessible poWer control element, such as circuit

breakers, of the vehicle may be bypassed by providing
poWer to the automatic control system from an alternative
poWer control element that is inaccessible.

25

The operation of the vehicle is then controlled via the
processing element of the automatic control system. In
embodiments of the present invention that include a com
munication link betWeen the vehicle and at least one location

thorized persons may not gain access to the ?ight controls of
the air vehicle. In addition, once the automatic control

system provided by the present invention is initiated, no one
on board the air vehicle is capable of controlling the ?ight
of the air vehicle, such that it Would be useless for anyone
to threaten violence in order to gain control of the air
vehicle. The methods and systems of the present invention
therefore ensure that the air vehicle Will be safely navigated
and/or landed regardless of the threats or actions of the
unauthorized persons attempting to gain control of the air
vehicle. These techniques are advantageous over the con

30

off-board the vehicle, the automatic control system may
receive control commands from the off-board location to

ventional techniques for preventing unauthorized persons
from gaining control over an air vehicle because these

techniques remove any type of human decision process that
may be in?uenced by the circumstances of the situation.

control the operation of the vehicle. In addition to or as an

alternative to the control commands received from the

off-board location, the control system may receive prede

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL
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VIEWS OF THE DRAWING(S)

termined control commands that are stored onboard the
vehicle, such as in a storage element, and may execute the

Having thus described the invention in general terms,

commands to control the operation of the vehicle. The
automatic control system may therefore determine the navi

gation path and any other operation of the vehicle.

40

FIG. 1 illustrates an automatic control system for auto

In further embodiments of the method and system for
automatically controlling a path of travel of a vehicle

matically controlling vehicle operations according to one
embodiment of the present invention; and

involves automatically controlling ?ight operations of an air

FIG. 2 illustrates an uninterruptible autopilot system for

vehicle by engaging an automatic control system of the air
vehicle, such as via at least one engagement element. In

45

addition, any onboard capability to supersede the engaged
automatic ?ight control system is disabled; and the air
vehicle operations are controlled via the automatic ?ight
control system, such as by a processing element. For
example, the automatic control system controls a ?ight
operation of the air vehicle and/or a landing operation of the
air vehicle.
Other aspects of the method and system of the present

invention include engaging an uninterruptible autopilot
mode to automatically control ?ight operations of an air

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION
50

The present inventions noW Will be described more fully

hereinafter With reference to the accompanying draWings, in
Which some, but not all embodiments of the invention are

shoWn. Indeed, these inventions may be embodied in many
55

embodiments set forth herein; rather, these embodiments are

out.
60

occurrence of an event onboard the air vehicle. In other

embodiments, the uninterruptible autopilot mode signal may
be transmitted from a remote location to the autopilot

system. After initiating the autopilot mode, a signal may be
vehicle to indicate that the uninterruptible autopilot mode of
the air vehicle has been engaged.

different forms and should not be construed as limited to the

provided so that this disclosure Will satisfy applicable legal
requirements. Like numbers refer to like elements through

autopilot system. For instance, the uninterruptible autopilot

transmitted to at least one remote location from the air

automatically controlling air vehicle operations according to
one embodiment of the present invention.

vehicle. As such, an autopilot system of the air vehicle may
be initiated, such as by transmitting an uninterruptible
autopilot mode signal from onboard the air vehicle to the

mode signal may be transmitted automatically upon the

reference Will noW be made to the accompanying draWings,
Which are not necessarily draWn to scale, and Wherein:
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The methods and systems for automatically controlling a
path of travel of a vehicle of the present invention provide
techniques that prevent unauthorized persons from access
ing the controls of a vehicle. The methods and systems
therefore increase the likelihood that a vehicle may be safely
operated because unauthorized persons are not capable of
gaining any type of control over the controls of the vehicle.

To provide the increased safety, the techniques of the present
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invention permit irrevocable and uninterrupted automated

box 20 of FIGS. 1 and 2 so as to assume control of the

control of the vehicle, such that once the automated control

vehicle. For instance, an aircraft may be in communication

system is engaged, it cannot be disengaged by anyone
onboard the vehicle. Thus, the personnel onboard the vehicle

With one or more remote locations, Which may include but
is not limited to an airline o?ice, an airport, and one or more

cannot be forced into carrying out the demands of any
unauthoriZed person. The method and systems of the present

tigation (FBI) o?ice, a Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)

governmental agencies, such as a Federal Bureau of Inves

invention, therefore, provide techniques for increasing the

o?ice, a Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) o?ice, the

safety of vehicles over the conventional safety techniques

o?ice of Homeland Security, a military center, or an anti

that are revocable and/or alterable, such as based upon the
demands of a hijacker or the like.

terrorist agency o?ice. Personnel and/or equipment at the
remote location may monitor the aircraft and may be capable
of detecting certain events, such as indications from the

The methods and systems of the present invention apply
to any type of vehicle, such as an air vehicle, boat, ship,
train, bus or the like. The embodiments described beloW,
hoWever, are directed toWard speci?c embodiments of sys
tems and methods for automatically controlling aircraft

?ight creW or systems onboard the aircraft and/or move

ments of the aircraft that suggest the security of the aircraft
is in jeopardy. Thus, one or more automatic and/or manual

engagement elements may be located at the remote location,
such that once it is determined that the security of the air

?ight operations. HoWever, the methods and systems of the
present invention apply equally to any other type of vehicle.
One embodiment of a system 10 for automatically con
trolling a path of travel of a vehicle includes at least one
engagement element 12 and at least one processing element
14, as shoWn in the embodiments of FIGS. 1 and 2. An

engagement element 12 may be any type of element that
initiates the engagement of the automatic control system of
a particular vehicle, such as the automatic ?ight control
system of an aircraft. For example, an engagement element
12 may transmit a signal to the processing element 14

20

Communication betWeen the vehicle and the remote loca
tion may be carried out in any manner knoWn to those skilled

in the art. For instance, the communication may be, but is not
limited to being, conducted via a radio or satellite netWork.
25

directing engagement of the automatic control system. As
such, the engagement element may be, but is not limited to,
a button, sWitch, lever, or the like, or any other device

capable of transmitting a command to the processing ele

30

ment 14, such as a keyboard, a voice signal receiver, a
touch-screen, or a selection device such as a mouse in

conjunction With a display.
For instance, the automatic control system 10 may be
activated automatically, as represented by box 16 of FIGS.

35

1 and 2. In one embodiment, the engagement element 12
may be a sensor or the like that automatically transmits an

engagement signal to the processing element 14 upon sens
ing a particular event. Such sensors may be located any
Where in the vehicle Where a type of threat to the security of

40

the vehicle or its passengers or other contents may be
sensed. For instance, in an aircraft, an engagement sensor

may be located proximate to the door of the cockpit, and the
sensor may be programmed to transmit an engagement

signal to the processing element When the door is forcibly
opened or When there is an attempt to forcibly open the door,
such as repeated poundings on the door. The sensor(s) may
have a minimum force threshold, such that force applied to
the door must exceed the threshold before the automatic
control system can be automatically activated. Therefore, at
least most inadvertent applications of force on the door by
people or objects Will not cause the system to automatically

45
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engage. In addition to or instead of the automatic engagae

ment element(s) 16, the system 10 may include manual
engagement element(s) 18, such as buttons, sWitches or the
like, that authoriZed personnel, such as the pilots of an

55

of the vehicle may be in jeopardy, the engagement element
may be activated from the remote location, as represented by

of the aircraft by activating the autopilot system 22 in
conjunction With disabling any onboard capability to super
sede or disengage the autopilot system, i.e., an uninterrupt
ible autopilot mode, as shoWn in the embodiment of FIG. 2.

manual and/ or automatic engagement elements may be
located onboard the vehicle, such as Within and/ or proximate
of FIGS. 1 and 2. Furthermore, one or more locations
outside the vehicle, i.e., one or more remote locations, but in
communication With the vehicle, may include an engage
ment element, such that if a signal or other communication
is received at the remote location that indicates the security

In addition, the communication link betWeen the vehicle and
the remote location may be dedicated for transmitting sig
nals related to the automatic travel control system 10 only.
As such, in one embodiment, these communications may be
carried out by a transmitter and receiver, including an
antenna, that is separate from all of the other communica
tions transmitted and received by the vehicle. In other
embodiments, the communications betWeen the vehicle and
the remote location may be carried out by the communica
tion link(s) that are shared With other communications
transmitted and received by the vehicle. In this embodiment,
the signals related to the automatic travel control system
may have a higher priority than the other signals carried by
the communication link(s). Prioritization of communication
signals, particularly in the case of air vehicle communication
signals, is discussed in detail in US. Pat. application No.
09/994,259, ?led on Nov. 26, 2001, and entitled “Methods
and Systems for Air Vehicle Telemetry,” Which is incorpo
rated herein by reference in its entirety.
Once the processing element 14 receives a signal that the
automatic control system of the vehicle has been engaged by
an associated engagement element 12, the processing ele
ment 14 then initiates control of the path of travel of the
vehicle. In particular, the processing element disables any
onboard capability to supersede or disengage the automatic
control system. As such, in some embodiments of the
automatic control system of the present invention employed
onboard an aircraft, the processing element initiates control

Thus, in this embodiment, When the uninterruptible autopi
lot mode is engaged the autopilot sWitching element 50

aircraft may actuate if a threat is detected. Thus, one or more

the cockpit of an aircraft, as represented by boxes 16 and 18

vehicle is in jeopardy, the automatic ?ight control system 10
of the air vehicle may be automatically or manually engaged
from the remote location by transmitting an activation signal
to the processing element 14.

opens, such that it moves from position 54 to position 52. In
60
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this embodiment, the processing element 14 may be part of
the autopilot system 22 or the processing element 14 may be
separate from the autopilot system 22.
In other embodiments, an automatic control system may
be a system that is independent of the autopilot system, or
the automatic control system may share only some ?ight
control components With the autopilot system, as shoWn in
the embodiment of FIG. 1. For instance, if the automatic
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control system and the autopilot system are separate sys
tems, the automatic control system and the autopilot system
may share the automatic throttle system and the automatic
landing system or any other component or subsystem of the
air vehicle that is common to both systems. Regardless of
Whether the automatic control system utiliZes the autopilot
system, the automatic control system controls the subse
quent path of travel of the vehicle based upon a route that is
either predetermined or calculated by the automatic control
system, or that is provided to the automatic control system

land Security, a military center, and/ or an anti-terrorist

agency o?ice, to indicate that the automatic control system
of the vehicle has been engaged, as represented by box 44
of the FIGS. 1 and 2. This signal therefore alerts the
necessary personnel at various locations that the security of
the vehicle and/or the contents of the vehicle may be in
jeopardy. In addition, the processing element 14 may trans
mit a signal to other vehicles, particularly those in close
proximity, that the automatic travel control system has been

from an o?board location as described beloW.

engaged. Thus, the vehicles in close proximity Will be
alerted of the potentially haZardous situation facing the

To disable any onboard capability to supersede or disen
gage the automatic control system, the processing element
14 disables the onboard controls 24, Which may include any

signaling vehicle, and can take precautions to ensure their
safety, such as by giving the signaling vehicle a Wide berth.
The processing element 14 also may receive commands

type of interface, such as but not limited to an electronic or

for controlling the operation of the vehicle via the automatic

computer interface, With the controls of the vehicle. For
example, When the automatic control system 10 is engaged,
the onboard controls 24, including interfaces to the controls,

control system in any manner knoWn to those skilled in the
art. When the automatic control system 10 is not engaged,

then the processing element typically received commands
for controlling the operation of the vehicle from the onboard

may be bypassed. FIGS. 1 and 2 illustrate one embodiment

of hoW the controls may by bypassed, although the controls

20

may be bypassed in other manners. In the embodiment of
FIGS. 1 and 2, a ?rst sWitching element 26 may move from
a ?rst position 28 that connects the onboard controls 24 to

described above, and the commands for controlling the
operation of the vehicle are supplied from alternative

the processing element 14 and, in turn, to the corresponding
internal controls 30 of the vehicle, such as the ?ight control
computer or the like, to a second position 32 that opens the

25

sources. For example, as represented by box 46 of FIGS. 1
and 2, control commands may be transmitted to the pro
cessing element 14 from at least one remote location via a

communication link, as described above. Thus, because the
vehicle is in communication With the remote location, per

connection betWeen the onboard controls 24 and the corre

sponding internal controls 30, such that the onboard controls
24 are disabled. The ?rst position 28 is typically the default
position When the automatic control system 10 is not

controls 24. When the automatic control system 10 is
engaged, hoWever, the onboard controls 24 are disabled as

sonnel and/or equipment at the remote location may transmit
30

engaged.

travel control commands to the processing element. Alter
natively or in addition to control commands from a remote

In addition, the poWer control element(s) 34, such as

location, predetermined travel control commands may be

circuit breakers or any other type of poWer limiting elements
knoWn to those skilled in the art, that are accessible onboard
the vehicle are also bypassed When the automatic control

represented by box 46 of FIGS. 1 and 2. Furthermore, the
control commands may be generated by softWare onboard

stored onboard the vehicle, such as in a storage element, as
35

system 10 is engaged, such that the automatic control system
cannot be disengaged from onboard the vehicle by resetting

the vehicle or at a remote location that determines autono

the associated circuit breakers. FIGS. 1 and 2 also illustrate
one embodiment of hoW the onboard accessible poWer

control element(s) 34 may be bypassed, although the poWer

40

control element(s) may be bypassed in other manners. A
second sWitching element 36 may move from a ?rst position
38 that connects the poWer to the automatic control system
through the onboard accessible poWer control element(s) 34
to a second position 40 that connects the poWer to the

1 and box 22 of FIG. 2.

The processing element 14 then transmits the control
45

commands received from the remote location and/or the

onboard storage element to the appropriate control compo
nent. For instance, ?ight control commands for an air

automatic control system through inaccessible poWer con
trol element(s) 35. In other embodiments for bypassing the
onboard accessible poWer control element(s) 34, the inac

vehicle may include but are not limited to commands for

cessible poWer control element(s) may not be necessary or

may be part of the poWer supply, such that the second

mous Waypoints via a global positioning system (GPS) or
inertial navigation system (INS). For instance, in one
embodiment of the automatic control system employed
onboard an air vehicle, at least a portion of the ?ight control
commands may be generated by the GPS or INS of the air
vehicle’s autopilot system, as represented by box 50 of FIG.

50

navigating the air vehicle aWay from populated areas, ?ying
the air vehicle in a holding pattern, and automatically

sWitching element 36 may move from the ?rst position to a

landing the air vehicle at a predetermined location, such as

second position in order to directly connect the automatic
control system to the poWer supply 42. Again, the ?rst
position 28 is typically the default position When the auto
matic control system 10 is not engaged.

a military landing site.
Thus, the systems and methods for automatically control
ling a path of travel of a vehicle provide techniques for
automatically navigating any type of vehicle, such as an air
vehicle, train, bus, ship, boat, or the like, in such a manner

55

The automatic control system may also be connected to a

battery backup poWer supply, such that poWer to the auto

that unauthoriZed persons may not gain access to the con

matic control system may not be interrupted, even if the
electric poWer to the system is interrupted.
In addition to disabling any onboard capability to super
cede or disengage the automatic control system, the pro
cessing element may also transmit a signal to any remote

trols of the vehicle. In addition, once the control system and
method of the present invention is initiated, no one onboard
60

location(s), Which may include but are not limited to an
airline o?ice, an airport, and one or more governmental

agencies, such as a Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
o?ice, a Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) o?ice, a Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) office, the o?ice of Home
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the vehicle is capable of controlling the travel of the vehicle,
such that it Would be useless for anyone to threaten violence
in order to gain control of the vehicle. The methods and
systems of the present invention therefore ensure that the
vehicle Will be safely navigated regardless of the threats or
actions of the unauthorized persons attempting to gain
control of the vehicle. These techniques are advantageous
over the conventional techniques for preventing unautho
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4. The method according to claim 1, Wherein engaging the

rized persons from gaining control over a vehicle because

automatic control system comprises automatically engaging

these techniques remove any type of human decision process
that may be in?uenced by the circumstances of the situation.
As such, the automatic control system cannot be disen

the automatic control system When the security of the
controls onboard the vehicle is jeopardized.
5. The method according to claim 1, further comprising

gaged by anyone onboard the vehicle. In general, the safety
and security of the vehicle and the contents of the vehicle
should be ensured prior to disengaging the automatic control
system. For instance, in one embodiment of the present
invention as applied in an air vehicle, the automatic control
system may be disengaged only When the air vehicle is on
the ground and any threat to the safety or security of the air
vehicle has been resolved. As such, only a ground creW
trained in servicing the air vehicle may be capable of
disengaging the automatic control system. In further
embodiments, the automatic control system may be disen
gaged only on a vehicle at rest by a ground creW Working in
conjunction With authorized personnel, such as government
and/ or airline/railroad/public transportation or other types of
o?icials, Who have ensured there is no longer a threat to the
safety or security of the vehicle and the contents of the
vehicle. In other embodiments of the automatic control
system, authorized personnel, such as government and/or
airline/railroad/public transportation or other types of o?i
cials, may be able to disengage the automatic control system
from a remote location While the vehicle is in operation, so

communicating With at least one location off-board the
vehicle via a communication link betWeen the vehicle and
the at least one off-board location.

6. The method according to claim 5, Wherein engaging the

automatic control system comprises remotely engaging the
automatic control system from the at least one location
off-board the vehicle via the communication link.

7. The method according to claim 5, Wherein controlling
operation of the vehicle via the automatic control system
comprises receiving control commands from the at least one
location off-board the vehicle via the communication link
and carrying out the control commands.
8. The method according to claim 1, Wherein disabling
any onboard capability to supersede the engaged automatic
20
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long as the safety and security of the vehicle and the contents
of the vehicle has been ensured.
Many modi?cations and other embodiments of the inven

comprises receiving predetermined control commands
stored onboard the vehicle and executing the predetermined
control commands.

tions set forth herein Will come to mind to one skilled in the

art to Which these inventions pertain having the bene?t of the

control system comprises disabling any onboard capability
to disengage the engaged automatic control system.
9. The method according to claim 1, Wherein disabling
any onboard capability to supercede the engaged automatic
control system comprises disconnecting onboard controls.
10. The method according to claim 1, Wherein controlling
operation of the vehicle via the automatic control system

30

11. The method according to claim 1, Wherein engaging

teachings presented in the foregoing descriptions and the

an automatic control system comprises engaging an auto

associated draWings. Therefore, it is to be understood that

matic ?ight control system of an air vehicle, Wherein dis

the inventions are not to be limited to the speci?c embodi
ments disclosed and that modi?cations and other embodi
ments are intended to be included Within the scope of the

abling any onboard capability to supersede the engaged
automatic control system comprises disabling any onboard
capability to supersede the engaged automatic ?ight control
system, and Wherein controlling operation of the vehicle
comprises controlling operation of the air vehicle via the
automatic ?ight control system.

35

appended claims. Although speci?c terms are employed
herein, they are used in a generic and descriptive sense only
and not for purposes of limitation.

That Which is claimed:

12. The method according to claim 11, Wherein control
40

1. A method for automatically controlling a path of travel
of a vehicle comprising:

the air vehicle to control at least one of a ?ight operation of
the air vehicle and a landing of the air vehicle.

engaging an automatic control system of the vehicle;

disabling any onboard capability to supersede the engaged
automatic control system, Wherein disabling any
onboard capability to supersede the engaged automatic
control system comprises bypassing at least one
onboard accessible poWer control element by providing
poWer to the automatic control system in response to
engagement of the automatic control system via an
alternative poWer control element comprising at least
one poWer limiting element that is inaccessible,
Wherein bypassing at least one onboard accessible

13. The method according to claim 1, further comprising
45

controlling operation of the vehicle via the automatic
control system.
2. The method according to claim 1, further comprising
receiving a signal indicating the safety of the vehicle is
jeopardized prior to engaging the automatic control system

50

automatic control system comprises manually engaging the
automatic control system from onboard the vehicle.

munications link is distinct from any communications link
established for other types of communications.
14. The method according to claim 1, Wherein the at least
one poWer limiting element comprises at least one circuit
breaker.

15. A system for automatically controlling a path of travel
55

of a vehicle comprising:
at least one engagement element capable of engaging an

automatic control system of the vehicle; and
at least one processing element capable of disabling any

60

of the vehicle.

3. The method according to claim 1, Wherein engaging the

establishing communications relating to the automatic con
trol system via a dedicated communications link betWeen the
vehicle and a remote location, Wherein the dedicated com

poWer control element further comprises providing
poWer from an alternative, inaccessible poWer supply
via the alternative poWer control element comprising at
least one poWer limiting element in response to engage
ment of the automatic control system; and

ling operation of the air vehicle via the automatic ?ight
control system comprises determining a navigation path of
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onboard capability to supersede the engaged automatic
control system and any onboard capability to disengage
the engaged automatic control system, and Wherein
said processing element is capable of receiving instruc
tions for controlling operation of the vehicle via the
automatic control system, and Wherein said processing
element is also capable of providing poWer to the
automatic control system from an alternative, inacces
sible poWer supply in response to engagement of the
automatic control system, and Wherein said processing
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element is further capable of bypassing at least one
onboard accessible power control element in response

initiation of the autopilot system, such that the unin
terruptible autopilot mode of the air vehicle is engaged,

to engagement of the automatic control system so as to

Wherein bypassing at least one onboard accessible

provide poWer to the automatic control system from the
alternative, inaccessible poWer supply via an alterna

poWer control element comprises sWitching from the at
least one onboard accessible poWer control element to
an alternative, inaccessible poWer control element com
prising at least one poWer limiting element so as to

tive poWer control element comprising at least one

poWer limiting element that is also inaccessible.
16. The system according to claim 15, Wherein said at

supply poWer via the alternative, inaccessible poWer
control element to the autopilot system from the alter
native, inaccessible poWer supply in response to initia
tion of the autopilot system; and

least one engagement element is located onboard the vehicle

and is capable of receiving an input from onboard the
vehicle to engage the automatic control system.
17. The system according to claim 15, Wherein said at
least one engagement element is located onboard the vehicle

automatically navigating the air vehicle Without input

and is capable of automatically engaging the automatic
control system When the security of the controls onboard the

15

vehicle is jeopardized.
18. The system according to claim 15, further comprising
a communication system capable of communicating With at
least one location o?c-board the vehicle via a communication
link betWeen the vehicle and the at least one o?c-board

20

location.
19. The system according to claim 18, Wherein one of said
at least one engagement element is located outside the

an event onboard the air vehicle.
25

nication system.
20. The system according to claim 18, Wherein said
processing element is also capable of receiving control

29. The method according to claim 26, Wherein initiating
an autopilot mode of the air vehicle comprises transmitting
an uninterruptible autopilot mode signal from a remote
location to the autopilot system of the air vehicle.
30. The method according to claim 26, further comprising

commands from at least one location outside the vehicle via

the communication link of said communication system.
21. The system according to claim 15, Wherein said

ting an uninterruptible autopilot mode signal from onboard
the air vehicle comprises automatically transmitting an
uninterruptible autopilot mode signal upon an occurrence of

vehicle and is capable of remotely engaging the automatic
control system via the communication link of said commu

from onboard the air vehicle via the uninterruptible
autopilot mode of the air vehicle.
27. The method according to claim 26, Wherein initiating
an autopilot mode of the air vehicle comprises transmitting
an uninterruptible autopilot mode signal from onboard the
air vehicle to the autopilot system of the air vehicle.
28. The method according to claim 27, Wherein transmit

transmitting a signal from the air vehicle to at least one
30

processing element is also capable of disconnecting onboard

remote location to indicate that the uninterruptible autopilot
mode of the air vehicle has been engaged, subsequent to

initiating the autopilot mode of the air vehicle.
31. The method according to claim 26, Wherein automati

controls.

cally navigating the air vehicle comprises automatically

22. The system according to claim 15, further comprising

processing element is also capable of receiving predeter

navigating the air vehicle aWay from populated areas.
32. The method according to claim 26, Wherein automati

mined control commands from said storage element for
controlling operation of the vehicle via the automatic control

navigating the air vehicle to one of a plurality of predeter

a storage element onboard the vehicle, and Wherein said

35

cally navigating the air vehicle comprises automatically
mined landing sites and automatically landing the air vehicle

system.
23. The system according to claim 15, Wherein said at
least one engagement element is capable of engaging an
automatic ?ight control system of an air vehicle, Wherein
said at least one processing element is capable of disabling

any onboard capability to supersede the engaged automatic
?ight control system and any onboard capability to disen
gage the engaged automatic ?ight control system, and
Wherein said at least one processing element is capable of
receiving instructions for controlling operation of the air
vehicle via the automatic ?ight control system.
24. The system according to claim 15, further comprising

40

establishing communications relating to the autopilot system
45

one poWer limiting element comprises at least one circuit
breaker.
50

automatic control system betWeen the vehicle and a remote

vehicle;
55

at least one sWitching element capable of disconnecting
onboard manual ?ight controls and bypassing at least
one onboard accessible poWer control element to con

nect said autopilot system of the air vehicle to an
alternative inaccessible poWer supply in response to

one poWer limiting element comprises at least one circuit
breaker.
60

vehicle, comprising:

initiation of the autopilot system, such that the unin
terruptible autopilot system of the air vehicle is
engaged, Wherein said at least one sWitching element is

responsive to initiation of the uninterruptible autopilot

initiating an autopilot system of the air vehicle;
disconnecting onboard ?ight controls and bypassing at
least one onboard accessible poWer control element to

35. An uninterruptible autopilot system for automatically
controlling ?ight operations of an air vehicle, comprising:
an autopilot system capable of receiving a signal to
initiate the uninterruptible autopilot system of the air

communications link for communications relating to the

26. A method of engaging an uninterruptible autopilot
mode to automatically control ?ight operations of an air

via a dedicated communications link betWeen the air vehicle
and a remote location, Wherein the dedicated communica
tions link is distinct from any communications link estab

lished for other types of communications.
34. The method according to claim 26, Wherein the at least

a transmitter and a receiver for establishing a dedicated

location, Wherein the dedicated communications link is
distinct from any communications link established for other
types of communications.
25. The system according to claim 15, Wherein the at least

at the landing site.
33. The method according to claim 26, further comprising

system so as to bypass at least one onboard accessible
65

poWer control element by sWitching from the at least

connect the autopilot system of the air vehicle to an

one onboard accessible poWer control element to an

alternative, inaccessible poWer supply in response to

alternative, inaccessible poWer control element com

US 7,142,971 B2
14

13

40. The system according to claim 35, Wherein said
processing element is capable of receiving directions to

prising at least one power limiting element so as to

supply power via the alternative, inaccessible poWer
control element to the autopilot system from the alter

automatically navigate the air vehicle aWay from populated

native, inaccessible poWer supply; and
a processing element capable of automatically navigating

areas.

41. The system according to claim 35, Wherein said
processing element is capable of receiving directions to

the air vehicle Without input from onboard the air

vehicle via the uninterruptible autopilot system of the

automatically navigate the air vehicle to one of a plurality of

air vehicle.

predetermined landing sites and automatically landing the

36. The system according to claim 35, Wherein said

air vehicle at the landing site.
42. The system according to claim 35, Wherein said

autopilot system is capable of receiving a signal from
onboard the air vehicle to initiate the uninterruptible auto

autopilot system comprises said processing element.

pilot system of the air vehicle.
37. The system according to claim 36, Wherein said
autopilot system is capable of receiving an automatically
generated signal from onboard the air vehicle to initiate the
uninterruptible autopilot system of the air vehicle.
38. The system according to claim 35, Wherein said
autopilot system is capable of receiving a signal from a
location olT-board the air vehicle to initiate the uninterrupt
ible autopilot system of the air vehicle.
39. The system according to claim 35, Wherein said
autopilot system is capable of transmitting a signal to at least
one remote location to indicate that the uninterruptible

autopilot system of the air vehicle has been engaged.

43. The system according to claim 35, further comprising
a transmitter and a receiver for establishing a dedicated

communications link for supporting communications relat
ing to the autopilot system betWeen the air vehicle and a
remote location, Wherein the dedicated communications link

20

is distinct from any communications link established for
other types of communications.
44. The system according to claim 35, Wherein the at least
one poWer limiting element comprises at least one circuit
breaker.

SAFETY INVESTIGATION REPORT
MH370 (9M-MRO)

APPENDIX 1.9A - ACARS TRAFFIC LOG

Traffic Log

From Mar. 07, 2014 15:54:00 to Mar. 07, 2014 18:15:59
Filter: Aircraft registration [9M-MRO]

Time

Trans.

Direction

Status

AN

FI

Medium

Message Type

Machine

Raw DTG

SMI

Application

MHKULKJACM001

071554

CMD

RELAY

MHKULKJACM001

071554

CMD

BATAPCNX

MHKULKJACM001

071554

MAS

RELAY

MHKULKJACM001

071554

MED

RELAY

MHKULKJACM001

071555

MED

RELAY

Source/Destination

Mar. 7, 2014
15:54:31

46817955

Uplink Sent

Outgoing Uplink

9M-MRO

MH0370

Frequency Auto-tune -- Frequency Auto-tune B777

KUL
BKKXCXA

QU BKKXCXA
.DPCCAMH 071554
CMD
AN 9M-MRO/FI MH0370/GL KUL/MA 988I
- QUDPCCAMH~1RA101071554
Message:
SWITCH VHF3 TO VOICE
(131.550)
IF SATCOM SERVICABLE
FROM MH OPS
15:54:31

46817955

Outgoing Ground

9M-MRO

MH0370

Routed

KUL

BATAP_TO_MSW

QU BKKXCXA
.DPCCAMH 071554
CMD
AN 9M-MRO/FI MH0370/GL KUL/MA 988I
- QUDPCCAMH~1RA101071554
Message:
SWITCH VHF3 TO VOICE
(131.550)
IF SATCOM SERVICABLE
FROM MH OPS
15:54:36

46817955

Normal

Incoming Downlink

9M-MRO

MH0370

MAS-S (successful)

KUL
BKKXCXA

QU DPCCAMH
.BKKXCXA 071554
MAS
AN 9M-MRO/FI MH0/MA 988S
DT BKK KUL 071554 S05A
15:54:41

46817961

Normal

Incoming Downlink

9M-MRO

MH0000

Established SATCOM

POR1
QXSXMXS

QU DPCCAMH
.QXSXMXS 071554
MED
FI MH0000/AN 9M-MRO
DT QXT POR1 071554 S04A
- 0ES155446VS
15:54:53

46817964

Normal

Incoming Downlink
Lost VHF

9M-MRO

MH0000

POR1
QXSXMXS

QU DPCCAMH
.QXSXMXS 071555
MED
FI MH0000/AN 9M-MRO
DT QXT POR1 071555 S06A
- 0LV155453S
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From Mar. 07, 2014 15:54:00 to Mar. 07, 2014 18:15:59
Filter: Aircraft registration [MRO], Source/destination [QXSXMXS]

Time

Trans.

Direction

Status

AN

FI

Medium

Message Type

Machine

Raw DTG

SMI

Application

MHKULKJACM001

071554

MED

RELAY

MHKULKJACM001

071555

MED

RELAY

MHKULKJACM001

071556

MED

RELAY

MHKULKJACM001

071558

MED

RELAY

MHKULKJACM001

071600

MED

RELAY

Source/Destination

Mar. 7, 2014
15:54:41

46817961

Normal

Incoming Downlink

9M-MRO

MH0000

Established SATCOM

POR1
QXSXMXS

QU DPCCAMH
.QXSXMXS 071554
MED
FI MH0000/AN 9M-MRO
DT QXT POR1 071554 S04A
- 0ES155446VS
15:54:53

46817964

Normal

Incoming Downlink

9M-MRO

MH0000

Lost VHF

POR1
QXSXMXS

QU DPCCAMH
.QXSXMXS 071555
MED
FI MH0000/AN 9M-MRO
DT QXT POR1 071555 S06A
- 0LV155453S
15:56:08

46817982

Normal

Incoming Downlink

9M-MRO

MH0370

Established SATCOM

POR1
QXSXMXS

QU DPCCAMH
.QXSXMXS 071556
MED
FI MH0370/AN 9M-MRO
DT QXT POR1 071556 S08A
- 0ES155607S
15:57:57

46818013

Normal

Incoming Downlink

9M-MRO

MH0370

Established SATCOM

POR1
QXSXMXS

QU DPCCAMH
.QXSXMXS 071558
MED
FI MH0370/AN 9M-MRO
DT QXT POR1 071558 S10A
- 0ES155759S
16:00:13

46818050

Normal

Incoming Downlink
Established SATCOM

9M-MRO

MH0370

IOR2
QXSXMXS

QU DPCCAMH
.QXSXMXS 071600
MED
FI MH0370/AN 9M-MRO
DT QXT IOR2 071600 S12A
- 0ES160015S
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From Mar. 07, 2014 15:54:00 to Mar. 07, 2014 18:15:59
Filter: Aircraft registration [MRO], Source/destination [QXSXMXS]

Time

Trans.

Direction

Status

AN

FI

Medium

Message Type

Machine

Raw DTG

SMI

Application

MHKULKJACM001

071606

AGM

RELAY

MHKULKJACM001

071606

MAS

RELAY

MHKULKJACM001

071606

MAS

RELAY

Source/Destination

Mar. 7, 2014
16:06:15

46818160

Uplink Sent

Outgoing Uplink

9M-MRO

MH0370

AGM NOTOC Uplink B777 -- AGM NOTOC Uplink B777QXSXMXS

QU QXSXMXS
.DPCCAMH 071606
AGM
AN 9M-MRO/FI MH0370/MA 989I
NOTOC MESSAGE
SPECIAL LOAD NOTOC
FLIGHT
DATE
EDNO
MH 0370 /08 08MAR14 01
FROM/TO AC/REG
KULPEK
9M-MRO
OTHER SPECIAL LOAD
TO POS PCS QTY/TI IMP
DESCRIPTION
PEK 41L 001 1128KG PER
MANGOSTEEN
PEK 41R 001 1152KG PER
MANGOSTEEN
PEK 43L 001 1148KG PER
MANGOSTEEN
PEK 44L 001 1138KG PER
MANGOSTEEN
THERE IS NO EVIDENCE
THAT ANY DAMAGED OR
LEAKING PACKAGES
CONTAINING DANGEROUS
GOODS HAVE BEEN LOADED
ON THE AIRCRAFT AT THIS
STATION.
END ACARS NOTOC
16:06:15

46818160

Normal

Incoming Downlink

9M-MRO

MH0370

MAS-L (link ack)

QXSXMXS

QU DPCCAMH
.QXSXMXS 071606
MAS
AN 9M-MRO/FI MH0370/MA 989L
16:06:32

46818160

Normal

Incoming Downlink

9M-MRO

MAS-S (successful)

MH0370

IOR2
QXSXMXS

QU DPCCAMH
.QXSXMXS 071606
MAS
AN 9M-MRO/FI MH0370/MA 989S
DT QXT IOR2 071606 S15A
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From Mar. 07, 2014 15:54:00 to Mar. 07, 2014 18:15:59
Filter: Aircraft registration [MRO], Source/destination [QXSXMXS]

Time

Trans.

Status

Direction

AN

FI

Medium

Message Type

Machine

Raw DTG

SMI

Application

071606

AGM

RELAY

Source/Destination

Mar. 7, 2014
16:06:32

381598235 Outgoing Uplink

Uplink Sent

9M-MRO

MH0370

MHKULKJACM001

QXSXMXS
Loadsheet FINAL <9M-MR> -- LOADSHEET - AGM(Printer)

QU QXSXMXS
.DPCCAMH 071606
AGM
AN 9M-MRO/FI MH0370/MA 990I
X LOADSHEET FINAL 1606 01
MH0370/ 07MAR14
KUL PEK
9M-MRO
2/10
ZFW 174369 MAX 195044 L
TOF 49100
TOW 223469 MAX 286897
TIF 37200
LAW 186269 MAX 208652
UNDLD 20675
PAX/10/215
TTL 227
TTL 222/3/2
TTL COMPARTMENTS 014296
1/2500 2/4530 3/804 4/5
885 5/577
0/0
SEATING
0A/10 0B/127 0C/88
DOI

59.07

LIZFW
MACZFW
LITOW
MACTOW

67.05
31.65
70.05
33.78

DLI
57.29
STAB TO
03.9 MID
SI:
NOTOC YES
TTL PAYLOAD 014296
DOW 143283
WBC K8-45
EXP 20SEP14
NOTOC - YES

------------------------PAX/10/215
TTL 222/3/2

TTL 227

0A/10 0B/127 0C/88
*-------------------------------------------*
* PLSE ACK WITH
*
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From Mar. 07, 2014 15:54:00 to Mar. 07, 2014 18:15:59
Filter: Aircraft registration [MRO], Source/destination [QXSXMXS]

Time

Trans.

Direction

Status

AN

FI

Medium

Message Type

Machine

Raw DTG

SMI

Application

MHKULKJACM001

071606

MAS

RELAY

MHKULKJACM001

071607

MAS

RELAY

MHKULKJACM001

071609

A81

RELAY

MHKULKJACM001

071611

MED

RELAY

MHKULKJACM001

071628

M11

RELAY

Source/Destination

Mar. 7, 2014

* "LS FINAL OK (LIC NO) (DEP STATION-ICAO)" *
* WHEN RECEIVE LS
*
*-------------------------------------------*
16:06:33

381598235 Incoming Downlink

Normal

9M-MRO

MH0370

MAS-L (link ack)

QXSXMXS

QU DPCCAMH
.QXSXMXS 071606
MAS
AN 9M-MRO/FI MH0370/MA 990L
16:07:06

381598235 Incoming Downlink

Normal

9M-MRO

MH0370

MAS-S (successful)

IOR2
QXSXMXS

QU DPCCAMH
.QXSXMXS 071607
MAS
AN 9M-MRO/FI MH0370/MA 990S
DT QXT IOR2 071607 S20A
16:09:28

46818215

Normal

Incoming Downlink

9M-MRO

MH0370

B777 Final Loadsheet Acknowledgement

IOR2
QXSXMXS

QU DPCCAMH
.QXSXMXS 071609
A81
FI MH0370/AN 9M-MRO
DT QXT IOR2 071609 M00A
- LS FINAL OK
751 KUL
16:10:54

46818244

Normal

Incoming Downlink

9M-MRO

MH0370

Established SATCOM

IOR2
QXSXMXS

QU DPCCAMH
.QXSXMXS 071611
MED
FI MH0370/AN 9M-MRO
DT QXT IOR2 071611 S21A
- 0ES161101S
16:27:57

46818462

Normal

Incoming Downlink

9M-MRO

MH0370

OOOI B777 OUT Report

IOR2
QXSXMXS

QU DPCCAMH
.QXSXMXS 071628
M11
FI MH0370/AN 9M-MRO
DT QXT IOR2 071628 M01A
- OUT01MAS370
/--071627WMKKZBAA
1627 496-----
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From Mar. 07, 2014 15:54:00 to Mar. 07, 2014 18:15:59
Filter: Aircraft registration [MRO], Source/destination [QXSXMXS]

Time

Trans.

Direction

Status

AN

FI

Medium

Message Type

Machine

Raw DTG

SMI

Application

071629

DFD

RELAY

MHKULKJACM001

071641

M12

RELAY

MHKULKJACM001

071642

DFD

RELAY

Source/Destination

Mar. 7, 2014
16:29:33

46818489

Incoming Downlink

Normal

9M-MRO

MH0370

B777 APU Report

IOR2

QU DPCCAMH
.QXSXMXS 071629
DFD
FI MH0370/AN 9M-MRO
DT QXT IOR2 071629 D00A
- MAS002A0
B777 APU OPS REPORT
ACID
MRO

MHKULKJACM001

QXSXMXS

332

FLT FM FLCT
DATE
GMT
DPT DST
S370 PO 318 07/03/14 16:29:12 WMKK ZBAA

SWID
SFC
316A-BSM-710-02 17911
APU CYC
15699
16:41:43

46818633

Normal

APU TOT HRS
22093
Incoming Downlink

APU PREV FLT HRS
4
9M-MRO

MH0370

OOOI B777 OFF Report

IOR2
QXSXMXS

QU DPCCAMH
.QXSXMXS 071641
M12
FI MH0370/AN 9M-MRO
DT QXT IOR2 071641 M02A
- OFF01MAS370
/--071641WMKKZBAA
1641 492
16:42:43

46818641

Normal

Incoming Downlink

9M-MRO

B777 TAKE OFF REPORT<03> (RR)

MH0370

IOR2
QXSXMXS

QU DPCCAMH
.QXSXMXS 071642
DFD
FI MH0370/AN 9M-MRO
DT QXT IOR2 071642 D01A
- <03>CSMROS370IC 318070314164158WMKKZBAA492320
319
3441739265 330 2778 101708 -3497100218676
06 3050F03 50 285 286 286 36 36
51463 883 960 963 760077577500
51462 888 959 967 775978978900
1526223650109314442198 329 2822 5958
1524223778108534442198 329 2797 5939
1036 1125 6681299149712981298 90
1093 1116 6681299150012991299 92
0113118013012031031071073 66299
0146149059058028028090092159 99
4274 34120 697013660 00E000058
4255 34920 668018150 00E000058
3 4 40229503060 38668 366 87
1 2 44233853060 39667 408 85
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
000842000088
000844000088
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From Mar. 07, 2014 15:54:00 to Mar. 07, 2014 18:15:59
Filter: Aircraft registration [MRO], Source/destination [QXSXMXS]

Time

Trans.

Direction

Status

AN

FI

Medium

Message Type

Machine

Raw DTG

SMI

Application

071656

DFD

RELAY

Source/Destination

Mar. 7, 2014
16:55:58

46818816

Normal

Incoming Downlink

9M-MRO

B777 CLIMB REPORT<43> (RR)

MH0370

IOR2

MHKULKJACM001

QXSXMXS

QU DPCCAMH
.QXSXMXS 071656
DFD
FI MH0370/AN 9M-MRO
DT QXT IOR2 071656 D02A
- <43>CSMROS370CL 318070314165221WMKKZBAA485880
321 222782998680 118 3619 102020 2757100219299
16 3050308 5)
51463 939 971 966 7782713713659
51462 940 967 969 7881723723661
839014503 70322948113 117 2752 5906
836914534 69792941112 117 2734 5908
99 1468 6591342136313361340 47
100 1448 6611342136613391341 52
0062064020021029030048048 25298
0090093055056020020061063139 )
5535 50180 2176016320 0
5470 51250 2175015410 0
35 35 42155833060 38 392 570E000058
27 29 46157863060 41 392 550E000058
9536449 2350130213028
15000601 2225128312838
25024722 950134013408
000842000082
000844000082
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From Mar. 07, 2014 15:54:00 to Mar. 07, 2014 18:15:59
Filter: Aircraft registration [MRO], Source/destination [QXSXMXS]

Time

Trans.

Direction

Status

AN

FI

Medium

Message Type

Machine

Raw DTG

SMI

Application

071707

DFD

RELAY

071803

AGM

RELAY

Source/Destination

Mar. 7, 2014
17:07:29

46818992

Incoming Downlink

Normal

9M-MRO

MH0370

DFD B777 Position Report (NEW)

IOR2

MHKULKJACM001

QXSXMXS

QU DPCCAMH
.QXSXMXS 071707
DFD
FI MH0370/AN 9M-MRO
DT QXT IOR2 071707 D03A
- MAS001A0
B777 POSITION REPORT
ACID
MRO

565

FLT FM FLCT
DATE
DPT DST
S370 TR 318 07/03/14 WMKK ZBAA

SWID
SFC
316A-BSM-710-02 18661
GMT
164143
164643
165143
165643
170143
170643

ALT
103
10582
21193
28938
34998
35004

CAS
168.4
261.8
301.1
303.1
278.0
278.4

MACH TAT
.255 31.1
.478 23.4
.669 11.6
.783
2.6
.819 -13.4
.821 -13.1

GWT
TOTFW WINDIR WINDSP
492520 49200 140.3
1.25
489200 47800 107.6
9.38
486240 46500
91.8 19.50
483840 45400
58.4 10.63
481880 44500
69.6 17.38
480600 43800
70.0 17.13
18:03:23

46819784

Uplink Sent

Outgoing Uplink

SAT
27.3
10.4
-11.8
-27.4
-43.9
-43.8

LAT
2.767
3.074
3.553
4.109
4.708
5.299

LONG
101.715
101.760
101.988
102.251
102.534
102.813

THDG
-33.5
27.3
27.8
26.0
26.8
26.7

9M-MRO

MH0370

MHKULKJACM001

QXSXMXS
B777 Cockpit Printer Uplink for ODC -- B777 Cockpit Printer
Uplink-ODC

QU QXSXMXS
.DPCCAMH 071803
AGM
AN 9M-MRO/FI MH0370/MA 991I
=======================================
| MALAYSIA AIRLINES - ODC
|
=======================================
URGET REQUEST
PLS CONTACT HO CHI MING ATC ASAP
THEY COMPLAIN CANNOT TRACK YOU ON THEIR RADAR
I RECEIVED CALL FROM SUBANG CENTRE
PLS ACK THESE MSG
REGARDS
MARVIN
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From Mar. 07, 2014 15:54:00 to Mar. 07, 2014 18:15:59
Filter: Aircraft registration [MRO], Source/destination [QXSXMXS]

Time

Trans.

Direction

Status

AN

FI

Medium

Message Type

Machine

Raw DTG

SMI

Application

MHKULKJACM001

071803

MAS

RELAY

MHKULKJACM001

071806

MAS

RELAY

071808

AGM

RELAY

071808

MAS

RELAY

Source/Destination

Mar. 7, 2014
18:03:24

46819784

Normal

Incoming Downlink

9M-MRO

MH0370

MAS-L (link ack)

QXSXMXS

QU DPCCAMH
.QXSXMXS 071803
MAS
AN 9M-MRO/FI MH0370/MA 991L
18:06:25

46819784

Normal

Incoming Downlink

9M-MRO

MH0370

MAS-F (failed)

QXSXMXS

QU DPCCAMH
.QXSXMXS 071806
MAS
AN 9M-MRO/FI MH0370/MA 991F
- UP INTERCEPT AIRCRAFT NOT LOGGED ON

234

QU QXSXMXS
.DPCCAMH 071803
AGM
AN 9M-MRO/FI MH0370/MA 991I
=======================================
| MALAYSIA AIRLINES - ODC
|
=======================================
URGET REQUEST
PLS CONTACT
18:08:09

46819784

Retransmitted

Outgoing Uplink

9M-MRO

MH0370

MHKULKJACM001

QXSXMXS
B777 Cockpit Printer Uplink for ODC -- B777 Cockpit Printer
Uplink-ODC

QU QXSXMXS
.DPCCAMH 071808
AGM
AN 9M-MRO/FI MH0370/MA 991I
=======================================
| MALAYSIA AIRLINES - ODC
|
=======================================
URGET REQUEST
PLS CONTACT HO CHI MING ATC ASAP
THEY COMPLAIN CANNOT TRACK YOU ON THEIR RADAR
I RECEIVED CALL FROM SUBANG CENTRE
PLS ACK THESE MSG
REGARDS
MARVIN
18:08:11

46819784

Normal

Incoming Downlink

9M-MRO

MAS-L (link ack)

MH0370

MHKULKJACM001
QXSXMXS

QU DPCCAMH
.QXSXMXS 071808
MAS
AN 9M-MRO/FI MH0370/MA 991L
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Traffic Log

From Mar. 07, 2014 15:54:00 to Mar. 07, 2014 18:15:59
Filter: Aircraft registration [MRO], Source/destination [QXSXMXS]

Time

Trans.

Direction

Status

AN

FI

Medium

Message Type

Machine

Raw DTG

SMI

Application

071808

MAS

RELAY

071810

AGM

RELAY

071810

MAS

RELAY

Source/Destination

Mar. 7, 2014
18:08:13

46819784

Normal

Incoming Downlink

9M-MRO

MH0370

MAS-F (failed)

MHKULKJACM001
QXSXMXS

QU DPCCAMH
.QXSXMXS 071808
MAS
AN 9M-MRO/FI MH0370/MA 991F
- UP INTERCEPT AIRCRAFT NOT LOGGED ON

234

QU QXSXMXS
.DPCCAMH 071808
AGM
AN 9M-MRO/FI MH0370/MA 991I
=======================================
| MALAYSIA AIRLINES - ODC
|
=======================================
URGET REQUEST
PLS CONTACT
18:10:00

46819784

Retransmitted

Outgoing Uplink

9M-MRO

MH0370

MHKULKJACM001

QXSXMXS
B777 Cockpit Printer Uplink for ODC -- B777 Cockpit Printer
Uplink-ODC

QU QXSXMXS
.DPCCAMH 071810
AGM
AN 9M-MRO/FI MH0370/MA 991I
=======================================
| MALAYSIA AIRLINES - ODC
|
=======================================
URGET REQUEST
PLS CONTACT HO CHI MING ATC ASAP
THEY COMPLAIN CANNOT TRACK YOU ON THEIR RADAR
I RECEIVED CALL FROM SUBANG CENTRE
PLS ACK THESE MSG
REGARDS
MARVIN
18:10:00

46819784

Normal

Incoming Downlink

9M-MRO

MAS-L (link ack)

MH0370

MHKULKJACM001
QXSXMXS

QU DPCCAMH
.QXSXMXS 071810
MAS
AN 9M-MRO/FI MH0370/MA 991L
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SAFETY INVESTIGATION REPORT
MH370 (9M-MRO)

APPENDIX 1.9A - ACARS TRAFFIC LOG

Traffic Log

From Mar. 07, 2014 15:54:00 to Mar. 07, 2014 18:15:59
Filter: Aircraft registration [MRO], Source/destination [QXSXMXS]

Time

Trans.

Direction

Status

AN

FI

Medium

Message Type

Machine

Raw DTG

SMI

Application

071810

MAS

RELAY

071811

AGM

RELAY

071812

MAS

RELAY

Source/Destination

Mar. 7, 2014
18:10:02

46819784

Normal

Incoming Downlink

9M-MRO

MH0370

MAS-F (failed)

MHKULKJACM001
QXSXMXS

QU DPCCAMH
.QXSXMXS 071810
MAS
AN 9M-MRO/FI MH0370/MA 991F
- UP INTERCEPT AIRCRAFT NOT LOGGED ON

234

QU QXSXMXS
.DPCCAMH 071810
AGM
AN 9M-MRO/FI MH0370/MA 991I
=======================================
| MALAYSIA AIRLINES - ODC
|
=======================================
URGET REQUEST
PLS CONTACT
18:11:50

46819784

Retransmitted

Outgoing Uplink

9M-MRO

MH0370

MHKULKJACM001

QXSXMXS
B777 Cockpit Printer Uplink for ODC -- B777 Cockpit Printer
Uplink-ODC

QU QXSXMXS
.DPCCAMH 071811
AGM
AN 9M-MRO/FI MH0370/MA 991I
=======================================
| MALAYSIA AIRLINES - ODC
|
=======================================
URGET REQUEST
PLS CONTACT HO CHI MING ATC ASAP
THEY COMPLAIN CANNOT TRACK YOU ON THEIR RADAR
I RECEIVED CALL FROM SUBANG CENTRE
PLS ACK THESE MSG
REGARDS
MARVIN
18:11:50

46819784

Normal

Incoming Downlink

9M-MRO

MAS-L (link ack)

MH0370

MHKULKJACM001
QXSXMXS

QU DPCCAMH
.QXSXMXS 071812
MAS
AN 9M-MRO/FI MH0370/MA 991L
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SAFETY INVESTIGATION REPORT
MH370 (9M-MRO)

APPENDIX 1.9A - ACARS TRAFFIC LOG

Traffic Log

From Mar. 07, 2014 15:54:00 to Mar. 07, 2014 18:15:59
Filter: Aircraft registration [MRO], Source/destination [QXSXMXS]

Time

Trans.

Direction

Status

AN

FI

Medium

Message Type

Machine

Raw DTG

SMI

Application

071812

MAS

RELAY

071813

AGM

RELAY

071813

MAS

RELAY

Source/Destination

Mar. 7, 2014
18:11:52

46819784

Normal

Incoming Downlink

9M-MRO

MH0370

MAS-F (failed)

MHKULKJACM001
QXSXMXS

QU DPCCAMH
.QXSXMXS 071812
MAS
AN 9M-MRO/FI MH0370/MA 991F
- UP INTERCEPT AIRCRAFT NOT LOGGED ON

234

QU QXSXMXS
.DPCCAMH 071811
AGM
AN 9M-MRO/FI MH0370/MA 991I
=======================================
| MALAYSIA AIRLINES - ODC
|
=======================================
URGET REQUEST
PLS CONTACT
18:13:40

46819784

Retransmitted

Outgoing Uplink

9M-MRO

MH0370

MHKULKJACM001

QXSXMXS
B777 Cockpit Printer Uplink for ODC -- B777 Cockpit Printer
Uplink-ODC

QU QXSXMXS
.DPCCAMH 071813
AGM
AN 9M-MRO/FI MH0370/MA 991I
=======================================
| MALAYSIA AIRLINES - ODC
|
=======================================
URGET REQUEST
PLS CONTACT HO CHI MING ATC ASAP
THEY COMPLAIN CANNOT TRACK YOU ON THEIR RADAR
I RECEIVED CALL FROM SUBANG CENTRE
PLS ACK THESE MSG
REGARDS
MARVIN
18:13:41

46819784

Normal

Incoming Downlink

9M-MRO

MAS-L (link ack)

MH0370

MHKULKJACM001
QXSXMXS

QU DPCCAMH
.QXSXMXS 071813
MAS
AN 9M-MRO/FI MH0370/MA 991L
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SAFETY INVESTIGATION REPORT
MH370 (9M-MRO)

APPENDIX 1.9A - ACARS TRAFFIC LOG

Traffic Log

From Mar. 07, 2014 15:54:00 to Mar. 07, 2014 18:15:59
Filter: Aircraft registration [MRO], Source/destination [QXSXMXS]

Time

Trans.

Direction

Status

AN

FI

Medium

Message Type

Machine

Raw DTG

SMI

Application

071813

MAS

RELAY

071815

AGM

RELAY

071815

MAS

RELAY

Source/Destination

Mar. 7, 2014
18:13:42

46819784

Normal

Incoming Downlink

9M-MRO

MH0370

MAS-F (failed)

MHKULKJACM001
QXSXMXS

QU DPCCAMH
.QXSXMXS 071813
MAS
AN 9M-MRO/FI MH0370/MA 991F
- UP INTERCEPT AIRCRAFT NOT LOGGED ON

234

QU QXSXMXS
.DPCCAMH 071813
AGM
AN 9M-MRO/FI MH0370/MA 991I
=======================================
| MALAYSIA AIRLINES - ODC
|
=======================================
URGET REQUEST
PLS CONTACT
18:15:23

46819784

Retransmitted

Outgoing Uplink

9M-MRO

MH0370

MHKULKJACM001

QXSXMXS
B777 Cockpit Printer Uplink for ODC -- B777 Cockpit Printer
Uplink-ODC

QU QXSXMXS
.DPCCAMH 071815
AGM
AN 9M-MRO/FI MH0370/MA 991I
=======================================
| MALAYSIA AIRLINES - ODC
|
=======================================
URGET REQUEST
PLS CONTACT HO CHI MING ATC ASAP
THEY COMPLAIN CANNOT TRACK YOU ON THEIR RADAR
I RECEIVED CALL FROM SUBANG CENTRE
PLS ACK THESE MSG
REGARDS
MARVIN
18:15:23

46819784

Normal

Incoming Downlink

9M-MRO

MAS-L (link ack)

MH0370

MHKULKJACM001
QXSXMXS

QU DPCCAMH
.QXSXMXS 071815
MAS
AN 9M-MRO/FI MH0370/MA 991L
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SAFETY INVESTIGATION REPORT
MH370 (9M-MRO)

APPENDIX 1.9A - ACARS TRAFFIC LOG

Traffic Log

From Mar. 07, 2014 15:54:00 to Mar. 07, 2014 18:15:59
Filter: Aircraft registration [MRO], Source/destination [QXSXMXS]

Time

Trans.

Direction

Status

AN

FI

Medium

Message Type

Machine

Raw DTG

SMI

Application

071815

MAS

RELAY

Source/Destination

Mar. 7, 2014
18:15:25

46819784

Normal

Incoming Downlink

9M-MRO

MH0370

MAS-F (failed)

MHKULKJACM001
QXSXMXS

QU DPCCAMH
.QXSXMXS 071815
MAS
AN 9M-MRO/FI MH0370/MA 991F
- UP INTERCEPT AIRCRAFT NOT LOGGED ON

234

QU QXSXMXS
.DPCCAMH 071815
AGM
AN 9M-MRO/FI MH0370/MA 991I
=======================================
| MALAYSIA AIRLINES - ODC
|
=======================================
URGET REQUEST
PLS CONTACT
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